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The following trademarks are the property of Kinco®, LLC & are protected by the U.S. Patent & Trademark Offi  ce: 1927®, 1927KW™, 
Alyeska®, aquaHIDE!™, aquaNOT!®, Axeman®, Black Sabre®, Blue Sabre®, CutFlector™, Draylon®, Easy-On™, Foreman™, Frost 
Breaker™, General™, Handler™, HeatFlector™, Heatkeep®, Heavy Duty™, HydroFlector™, Kids’™, Kinco®, KincoPro™, MiraG2™, 
MiraHV1™, MiraX2™, MiraXP2™, Omni-Cuff ™, Pig-Tig®, Razorback®, Red Sabre®, Sabre™, slipNOT!®, Soft-Touch™, Vizzo™, 
Vulvan®, Warm Grip®, XtremeGRIP!® & the Otto™ striped design & fabric.

ABOUT
US Dedication. Passion.

Kinco® is a second-generation family-owned business that manufactures and sells quality lined, 
unlined, cut resistant, coated, and disposable gloves. And, yes, we know – gloves may not be the 
most glamorous product on the market – but they are honest, straight-forward, and hardworking. 
Just like us.

We at Kinco® are a dedicated and passionate group that strives not only to create products of value 
and quality, but to provide the best possible customer experience in the industry. We prioritize our 
strong commitment to treating our employees, manufacturers, and customers as our extended 
family. It is essential to Kinco® that every relationship cultivated within the spectrum of our business 
is a partnership where all parties have a clear understanding of who we are and what we represent.

Unmatched Quality. Unwavering Integrity.
We stand behind the value and quality of our product with a 100% satisfaction guarantee. This is 
evident in the way that we market our products and how well they serve the end user. Quality is the 
focus of every decision we make – whether it’s deciding on where to buy raw materials, where we 
choose to sell our products or how we pack products in each corrugate box. To do this successfully, 
we not only rely on our employees to follow the company’s core values, but also for both our 
manufacturers and customers to carry out the same strong integrity.

With steadfast focus on maintaining integrity, every item is carefully designed to ensure the right 
grade of leather or weight of fabric is used. We take pride in accurate and generous sizing and that 
the proper features are included for each type of glove we carry. As a result, we predominantly use 
more expensive construction techniques to achieve greater comfort and longer wear.
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OUR
PROMISE

As experts in gloves, we promise to deliver quality products at competitive prices that 
will increase your bottom line. We promise you will see increased profi ts in the fi rst year 
of sales.

We are so confi dent in our product line that we are putting our money where our mouth 
is. We promise – no, we guarantee – that you will be completely satisfi ed with your
sell-through with your Kinco® branded products. If you are not completely satisfi ed with 
Kinco®’s products, service, or performance at the store level, then we will take back the 
product & issue you a refund for the price you paid.

Our team is very committed to serving you & are dedicated to creating lifelong clients 
& friendships. We believe that building & maintaining the best possible working 
relationship with our customers & creating products to meet or beat their expectations 
is the best way to ensure a mutually benefi cial partnership in business. 

We look forward to working with you!

Travis Kindler
President
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of Portland, Oregon
Chad Preston is no stranger to hard work 
& uses a wide range of Kinco® gloves in his 
day-to-day life.
Over the last nine years, he has worked as a 
pipe fitter specializing in heating & cooling 
systems in the industrial, commercial, & 
marine fields. Preston spends his work 
days installing, assembling, fabricating, 
& repairing mechanical piping systems. 
Many of his jobs require gloves while he’s 
welding & soldering. He always chooses 
the Kinco® brand over any other.
“Kinco®’s welding gloves are solid,” he 
said. “It’s important to choose a brand 
that you can trust, & it is obvious that 
Kinco®’s gloves are made of high quality 
leather & offer excellent dexterity, which 
is very important.” 
In addition to the protection required 
during his work hours, many of his 
extracurricular activities require 
specialized hand protection as well. On 
the weekends, Preston spends his free 
time working on his cars & motorcycles. 
“My favorite all-around work glove is the 
1890,” Preston said. “They are the best of 
their kind & are incredibly versatile for the 
range of work I do at home & on the job.” 
He also stated that he thought they were 
more durable than any other similar style 
glove he’s worn in the past.
When he’s not working in his garage, 
Preston plays ice hockey, & is an avid 
outdoorsman & snowboarder. When 
hitting the slopes he swears by Kinco®’s 
lined gloves, but is particularly partial to 
the warmth & overall style that Style No. 
900MAX offers.
“Kinco® has my back (& my hands) from 
home to work to the mountain!”

Meet 
Chad 
Preston

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!2
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Acrylic knit is soft, warm, & lightweight. 
It is durable, wicks away moisture, & is 
machine washable.

Acrylic Knit
Bamboo knit is created from the pulp 
of the bamboo plant. Bamboo knit 
is resilient & durable due to its high 
breaking strength, & is antibacterial, 
moisture wicking, UV resistant, & is 
good for sensitive skin.

Bamboo Knit

High performance polyethylene (HPPE) 
knit is a cut-resistant high-strength 
composite filament fiber woven into the 
knit shells of many of our cut-resistant 
styles. It is designed to protect from 
scratches, cuts, & abrasions.

HPPE Knit

Nylon knit is a synthetic material that is 
a durable, abrasion-resistant, & resilient 
fiber. It is moisture wicking, & is resistant 
to insects, fungi, & mildew.

Nylon Knit
Polyester is much like nylon - durable, 
resistant to abrasions, insects, fungi, & 
mildew - but is also UV-resistant. It is 
slightly stretchy & form-fitting.

Polyester Knit
Polyester-cotton (PC) knit is a blend 
of both fabrics, which provides added 
durability, elasticity, & is economical.

Polyester-Cotton Knit

Warm Grip® is a unique shell with extra 
knitted loops that are brushed to create 
natural warmth by trapping heat within 
the airpockets of the  fibers. In addition, 
acrylic  wicks away moisture to keep 
hands dry.

Warm Grip®
Ragg Wool is a sturdy, soft knit known for 
its durability & warmth. It is comprised of 
a 45% wool & 55% acrylic fiber blend.

Ragg Wool Knit

Cotton knit is form-fitting, breathable, 
& the perfect choice for light-duty 
protection in warmer working conditions.

Cotton Knit
Kevlar® knit is composed of fibers knit 
together into durable, structural material 
to ensure a high tensile strength. It 
withstands high temperatures & is cut-
resistant level 3. 
Kevlar® is a trademark of E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Company.

Kevlar® Knit

Goatskin leather contains the highest 
natural lanolin content, which makes the 
leather soft & pliable yet very durable.

Goatskin Leather
Pigskin leather is tough, breathable 
& pliable. It dries soft & flexible & 
withstands moisture without 
stiffening. It also has excellent abrasion 
resistance & durability.

Pigskin Leather

ANSI-107 compliant high-visibility 
MiraHV1™ suede synthetic leather is a high-
tech microfiber made of polyester & nylon 
& has a high intensity color saturation. It 
is designed to perform as a substitute to 
natural leather, & is durable & long-lasting. 

  Suede Synthetic Leather

Buffalo leather is durable & 
abrasion-resistant yet comfortable, & 
resists punctures better than most types 
of leather.

Buffalo Leather
Cowhide leather is the most commonly 
used leather in work gloves. It is known for 
its strength & durability. It maintains its 
integrity & takes the shape of the wearer.

Cowhide Leather
Deerskin leather is naturally soft & 
supple, provides excellent dexterity, & 
dries soft & flexible after being wet.

Deerskin Leather

MiraG2™ is a high-density, non-woven 
microfiber made of polyurethane & 
nylon, & is coated with an added layer of 
textured polyurethane, which provides 
extra abrasion resistance & grip control. 
It is pliable & machine washable.

 Grain Synthetic Leather

MiraX2™ is a high-density, non-woven 
microfiber made of polyurethane & nylon. 
It is durable & long-lasting, & is designed 
to perform like natural leather. It is 
pliable & machine washable.

 Suede Synthetic Leather

aquaHIDE™ water-resistant treated 
leather is natural leather that is infused 
with a proprietary oil-additive during the 
tanning process. This process coats the 
individual leather fibers to prevent 
water penetration.

 Water-Resistant 
treated leather

MiraXP2™ is a high-density, non-woven 
microfiber infused with a proprietary additive, 
which coats the individual fibers to prevent 
water penetration. This material is designed 
to perform like natural leather, but is highly 
durable while remaining soft & flexible.

 Water-Resistant 
Suede Synthetic Leather

Knits

Leathers

We know not everyone can be a glove expert, so we’ve  
put together a basic overview of glove materials, designs & 
patterns,which will be useful when reviewing our products. 
Dive in & before you know it — you’ll know exactly   
what to look for in order to select the  
perfect glove for the job.

Glove 101™

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!4



Nitrile coating, a synthetic form of 
latex, offers excellent puncture & tear 
resistance, & provides a barrier to liquid & 
oil permeation. It is a great alternative for 
those with latex allergies, as it does not 
contain latex proteins.

Nitrile Coating

Latex coating material offers exceptional 
grip & durable protection. It has very high 
elasticity, withstands low temperatures, 
& is tear resistant.

Latex Coating

Foam latex coating is soft & flexible 
even in cold environments. It has good 
breathability & maintains gripping 
capabilities in wet conditions.

Foam Latex Coating

Micro-foam nitrile coating, a synthetic 
form of latex, offers unique flexibility & 
softness that provides superior dexterity. 
It offers breathablity, which keeps the 
hand cool & dry for long term use, & 
offers excellent grip control when dealing 
with light oils.

Micro-Foam Nitrile Coating

Sandy latex coating maintains elasticity 
in low temperatures, offers abrasion 
protection, & provides a textured surface 
to increase grip control in liquids.

Sandy Latex Coating

Sandy nitrile coating is doubled-
layered where the first smooth nitrile 
layer creates a barrier to liquid & oil 
permeation, while the textured second 
layer surface provides superior grip in dry, 
wet & oily conditions. It also maintains 
flexibility in cold environments.

Sandy Nitrile Coating
Neoprene coating is part of the 
chloroprene family & the first commercial 
synthetic rubber on the market. It has 
good abrasion & cut-resistance & is 
resistant to the effects of aging, sunlight, 
ozone, oxidation & weather.

Neoprene Coating

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) coating is a 
thermoplastic polymer that provides 
protection from punctures, cuts & 
abrasions. It also protects from chemicals, 
oils & other liquids while providing 
superior grip.

Polyvinyl Chloride Coating

Polyurethane (PU) coating is soft, 
puncture- & abrasion-resistant. It offers 
good grip control without being sticky or 
compromising touch-sensitivity.

Polyurethane Coating

Our signature waterproof liner. This 
flexible membrane is made of a 
lightweight, durable plastic material that 
completely seals the glove from water 
penetration. It is used in conjunction with 
the outer protective shell & inner lining.

 Waterproof Insert
Acrylic lining provides excellent insulation 
& warmth while remaining lightweight. It 
is soft, wicks away moisture, & is machine 
washable.

Acrylic Lining

Cotton interlock lining is created using 
double knit construction, which makes 
the material soft, breathable, & helps 
wick away moisture. If ignited, cotton will 
not melt like polyester, which helps to 
prevent severe localized burns.

Cotton Interlock Lining
Fleece lining is a soft, napped insulating 
material made from a type of polyester 
called polyethylene terephthalate (PET). 
It is ideal for maintaining dexterity while 
providing a comfortable barrier to cold 
conditions.

Fleece Lining
Heatflector™ fire retardant lining 
provides gloves with ultra heat 
protection. This lining is created from 
100% polyester fleece that is laminated 
to a sheet of 100% polyethylene film, 
which makes it resistant to heat & fire.

HeatFlector™ Lining

Heatkeep® thermal insulation is comprised 
of finely spun polyester fibers that create 
thousands of air pockets to fully envelop 
the hand. These air pockets work to trap 
the body heat generated inside the glove & 
shield the hand from the cold. 

Heatkeep® Thermal Insulation
High performance polyethylene (HPPE) 
lining is a machine knitted material 
engineered with high-strength composite 
filament fibers woven into a yarn that 
remains soft to the touch while offering 
excellent cut & abrasion resistance.

HPPE Cut-Resistant Lining
Kevlar® cut-resistant lining is a high-
strength barrier material that is well 
known for its abrasion resistance & 
ability to maintain its integrity in high 
temperatures. Kinco® uses this material 
for its superior protection & durability. 
Kevlar® is a trademark of E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Company.

Kevlar® Cut-Resistant Lining

Pile thermal lining, a plush material 
that mimics sheep wool, is woven with 
an extra set of filling yarns that make 
vertical ribs. This material varies in 
thickness, & is generally a blend of cotton 
& polyester.

Pile Thermal Lining
Soft-Touch™ lining is a soft napped 
insulating material made from a 
type of polyester called polyethylene 
terephthalate (PET). It is laminated to a 
layer of foam for additional warmth & 
protection in cold conditions.

Soft-Touch™ Thermal Lining
TR2 inner lining, a thin, soft layer of nylon 
batting & non-absorbent polypropylene, 
is laminated to our Heatkeep® thermal 
lining to help wick moisture away from 
the hand.

TR2 Inner Lining

Linings

Coatings
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Kevlar® heat-resistant thread is one of the 
strongest & most heat-resistant threads 
commercially available. It’s about 2½ 
times stronger than nylon & polyester, 
has very little elasticity, will not melt, & 
decomposes at.800˚F. 
Kevlar® is a trademark of E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Company.

Kevlar® Heat-Resistant Thread

Stretchy & durable polyester-spandex 
blend fabric is water-repellent, 
breathable, & offers excellent flexibility & 
comfort.

Polyester-Spandex Fabric

Neoprene is a soft & form-fitting rubber-
like material that maintains excellent 
flexibility. It allows flexibility, insulation 
in range of cold & wet conditions, & some 
impact protection.

Neoprene

Disposable nitrile, a synthetic rubber 
intended for single-use applications, 
provides lightweight protection from 
fluids, dirt & chemicals, is puncture- & 
tear-resistant, & is an alternative for 
those who suffer from latex allergies.

Disposable Nitrile

Spandex is a polyester-polyurethane co-
polymer, which is also known as lycra or 
elastane. It is a synthetic fiber known for 
its exceptional elasticity & is stronger & 
more durable than natural rubber.

Spandex Fabric 

Disposable latex is a durable natural 
rubber with high elasticity & is intended 
for single-use applications. It shields the 
hand from liquid permeation & provides 
excellent tactile- sensitivity, grip control, 
& dexterity.

Disposable Latex
Airprene is similar to Neoprene but 
incorporates embossed air pockets that 
deliver maximum airflow & breathability. 
This material is form-fitting & provides 
flexibility & impact protection.

Airprene

Kevlar® fiber-reinforced rubber is a 
composite made up of patented Kevlar® 
engineered fibers woven into a mesh & 
embedded into a PVC base material. 
 
Kevlar® is a trademark of E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Company.

Kevlar® Reinforced Rubber

Polyester-Lycra® is a tight-knit, 
lightweight, & breathable blended fabric. 
It is silky soft & offers four-way stretch, 
which feels like a second skin & allows 
the hand to have a full range of motion.  
Lycra® is a registered trademark of INVISTA.

Polyester-Lycra® Fabric

Ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA), also known 
as foam rubber, provides flexible & 
lightweight shock absorbing padding. It is 
strategically placed in high impact areas 
of the palm for anti-vibration protection.

EVA Foam Rubber

Terry cloth is a woven cotton-polyester 
pile fabric known for its softness & high 
absorbency.

Terrycloth
Silicone, a high-tech material formulated 
from several polymers, provides extreme 
grip control in wet & dry conditions, & is 
generally heat-resistant.

Silicone

Engineered of high-abrasion PVC, 
XtremeGRIP!® is our toughest synthetic 
material. It protects against abrasion, & 
offers both outstanding durability & high-
friction grip control.

XtremeGRIP!® Textured Synthetic
Thermoplastic Rubber (TPR), composed 
of both rubber & plastic, is a lightweight 
material that is highly shock absorbent, 
durable, & flexible. It can withstand 
extreme temperatures & can be uniquely 
molded to shield the dorsals & back-of-
hand from a variety of hazards while still 
allowing a full range of motion. 

Thermoplastic Rubber

This polyester-spandex fabric is laminated 
to a TPU membrane that provides a 
waterproof barrier to keep hands dry.

Waterproof Polyester-
Spandex Fabric

Canvas, a plain-woven fabric made from 
cotton or blended with other fibers, is 
a durable & all-purpose material that is 
lightweight, comfortable, & breathable.

Canvas
Duck canvas is a water-repellent, heavy-
duty, woven cotton fabric. Duck canvas 
differs from plain canvas because its 
threads are more tightly woven.

Duck Canvas
Chore material is typically 100% cotton 
or a cotton/polyester blend, & is available 
in a variety of weights & colors. It is 
comfortable, breathable & economical.

Chore

Jersey, typically made from cotton, 
polyester, ramie or a blend of fibers, is 
soft on the inside & slightly textured on 
the outside. 

Jersey

Draylon® is used on many of Kinco®’s 
double palm sewn gloves because it is 
the best known material for abrasion & 
tensile strength. Draylon® is typically 
utilized in parachute cords, which speaks 
to its strength.

Draylon™ Thread

Fluorescent properties make 3M™ 
Scotchlite™ highly visible in daylight, 
dawn, & dusk.3M™ Scotchlite™ uses 
retroreflection technology to reflect light 
directly back to its original light source.  
 
3M™ Scotchlite™ is a registered trademark of 3M™ Company.

3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Tape

Nylon fabric is woven using polyurethane 
coated nylon thread, which makes it 
water- & wind-resistant. It is lightweight, 
durable & dries quickly.

Nylon Fabric

Specialty 
Materials

Textiles

Threads

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!6



The clute cut pattern features a 
seamless palm with three seams 
down the back of glove between 
the fingers. It is primarily used for 
fabric material glove styles.

Clute Cut Pattern
Features one “gunn” seam at the base of 
the two middle fingers, which allows the 
palm, thumb, index, & little finger to be 
cut from one piece while the two middle 
fingers are cut from another. Reduces 
exposure to seams in high-wear areas 
of palm & allows back-of-hand base 
material to remain seamless.

Gunn Pattern

The ambidextrous 
pattern is reversible & 
can fit on either hand. It 
is most often used with 
disposable, textile or knit 
glove styles.

Ambidextrous Pattern

The Omni-Cuff ™ is designed 
so that the adjoining wrist 
material is sewn into the 
turned leather hem to allow 
the material to be worn 
outside or inside of the glove. 

Omni-Cuff™ Design

Sewn with an outside lapped 
seam to keep the material flat 
instead of folded inward, which 
results in a seamless feel that 
eliminates the typical bunching 
& rub points accompanying a 
plain stitched seam.

Out-seam index finger Design

The knit wrist cuff is a 
comfortable, snug-fitting cuff 
that helps retain warmth & 
prevents dirt & debris from 
infiltrating the glove.

Knit Wrist Cuff Design 

The gauntlet cuff is 
extended in length to 
prevent wrist & lower 
forearm exposure. 

Gauntlet Cuff Design 

Utilizes two separate 
materials sewn together 
into the sides of the fingers 
to join the palm & back-
of-hand materials. Often 
paired with a breathable 
material to offer greater 
airflow to the hand.

Conjoined Fourchette Design

The hook & loop cuff is 
the most secure pull-strap 
closure. The strap can easily 
be pulled to adjust to the 
desired fit or circumference 
around the wrist.

Hook & Loop Cuff Design
The Easy-On™ cuff 
facilitates quick on & off 
use, & allows a low profile 
for increased mobility in the 
wrist.

Easy-On™ Cuff Design

The continuous knit wrist cuff 
design offers a snug fit that 
helps to prevent dirt & debris 
from infiltrating the glove.

Continuous Knit Wrist  
Cuff DesignThe ball & tape cuff design 

can easily be pulled to 
adjust to the desired fit 
or circumference around 
the wrist. 

Ball & Tape Cuff Design

The wing thumb is an angled 
thumb that provides left-right 
movement & does not 
contain a seam between the 
palm & thumb. 

Wing Thumb Design
The straight thumb features a 
thumb design that is perpendicular 
to the wrist & is useful when a firm 
grip is important.

Straight Thumb Design

The keystone thumb is the most 
ergonomic & highly flexible thumb 
design, which is designed with a  
piece of material stitched  
separately into the palm area. 

Keystone Thumb Design
The inset wing thumb, designed 
 with a separate piece of material  
to match the natural angle of the 
thumb, adapts to the movement 
of the hand to provide great 
dexterity & comfort

Inset Wing Thumb Design

Mitt shell pattern reduces the 
amount of surface area exposed 
to the cold & helps retain the 
heat of the entire hand.

Mitt Shell Pattern

The safety cuff provides 
abrasion protection, & 
is typically rubberized or 
laminated to add durability 
& stiffness.

Safety Cuff Design

Incorporates a piece of 
material wrapped from top 
to bottom of the fingertip. 
Eliminates the seam at 
the tip of the finger, which 
increases dexterity & 
reduces the potential of 
thread or seam failures.

Wrap-Over Index Finger Design

Incorporates a narrow, 
forked strip of material 
sewn into the sides of the 
fingers to join the palm & 
back-of-hand materials; 
matches the contours of the 
fingers for greater dexterity 
& reduced hand fatigue.

Fourchette Finger Design

Cut from the palm base 
material & wraps from the 
bottom to the top of the index 
finger. Differs from typical 
index fingers, as the need for a 
seam on the side of the finger is 
eliminated & high-rub areas are 
not compromised.

Wrap-around index finger Design

Thumb Designs

Patterns

Finger Designs  

Cuff Designs
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The majority of people wear the wrong sized glove for their hand. 
Wearing the wrong sized glove can cause harm or hand fatigue in important work environments. 
In order to prevent on-the-job accidents, Kinco® offers generous & consistent sizing to provide our 
customers with the best possible selection of gloves.  
To ensure that you have selected the most appropriate 
Kinco® sized glove for your hand, please review the 
following information on how to measure your hand.

How to Measure
Find your glove size quickly & easily by identifying the 
circumference of your palm using a pliable measuring 
tape. The measurement (in U.S. inches) should be taken 
from the inside of your thumb to the outside of your pinky 
finger. To ensure an accurate sizing, use your dominate 
hand when you’re measuring. 
The total length of the measurement can then be 
converted to your most appropriate Kinco® glove size using 
the conversion chart below.

What about “One-Size Fits All”?
If the glove-style you’ve selected is made in  
“one-size fits all,” please note that the average for this 
type of glove would fit a men’s size Medium to Large & a women’s size Small to Medium.

8

9

2

1 0

1 1

1

2 0

333
4

5
6

7
8

9

NOTE: Typical palm measurements. Sizes may vary. Depending on the specific glove type, you may find that a smaller or larger size may fit you best. This is due to the variance in sizing 
based on the material thickness & stitching, as well as finger length, finger diameter, & hand-girth.

Palm  
Circumference Men’s Women’s Kids’

5” - 6” C
(Child, ages 3 - 6)

6” - 7” XS S Y
(Youth, ages 7 - 12)

7” - 8” S M

8” - 9“ M L

9” - 10” L

10” - 10 1/2” XL

10 1/2” - 11” XXL

 One Size M / L S / M

Size Conversion Chart

Sizing

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!8
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Hook & Loop 
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Palm Pads 
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Leather 

 

 
Hook & Loop 
Pull-Strap 

Palm, Thumb, 
& Fingers 

31
02

H
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Premium  

Grain Goatskin 

 
 

Easy-On™ 

Lined  Feature Comparison

Palm  
Circumference Men’s Women’s Kids’

5” - 6” C
(Child, ages 3 - 6)

6” - 7” XS S Y
(Youth, ages 7 - 12)

7” - 8” S M

8” - 9“ M L

9” - 10” L

10” - 10 1/2” XL

10 1/2” - 11” XXL

 One Size M / L S / M
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In Cold Conditions
Human skin contains five times as many receptors for cold temperatures than for warm temperatures, & 
at very low temperatures, hands will feel cold before any other part of the body. This is because the body 
responds to cold temperatures by reducing blood flow to that area so that the body’s core temperature 
remains within an optimum range. Depending on the ambient temperature, the hands will typically feel the 
most comfortable at a temperature between 72°F & 90°F. 
 
Depending on a person’s needs, to keep hands dry & warm, it’s important to choose lined & thermal gloves 
based on the following factors: 

INSULATION 
To combat against heat loss, insulation is the best choice. Respiration & perspiration 
contribute to heat loss; however, insulation is designed to trap thermal energy keeping 
hands warm even in freezing temperatures.
WATER-RESISTANCE 
It’s important to eliminate moisture from penetrating from the 
outside of the shell. Water-resistant or waterproof gloves protect the insulation, preventing 
water from penetrating from the outside – keeping hands dry & warm much longer.
BREATHABILITY 
Active outdoor work causes an increase in heat production in the body. Even in sub-zero 
temperatures the hand will perspire. Breathable gloves allow the sweat to escape the 
glove, preventing moisture from accumulating.
MOISTURE-WICKING 
As hands begin to perspire it’s important to choose a glove that utilizes fabrics that have 
moisture-wicking properties to keep skin cool & dry. Moisture-wicking fabric pushes moisture 
from the inner layer of the fabric to the outer layer, where it can evaporate.

Comfort

KINCOPRO™ LINED PREMIUM GRAIN DEERSKIN & 
SYNTHETIC HYBRID 
Style No. 101HK
• Form-fitting, stretchable black polyester-spandex fabric back 
• Golden premium grain deerskin palm & knuckles
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced leather hem
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Grain deerskin reinforced fingertips
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to the State of California 
to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to  
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!10



KINCOPRO™ LINED PREMIUM GRAIN GOATSKIN & 
SYNTHETIC HYBRID WITH PULL-STRAP
Style No. 102HK
• Form-fitting, stretchable black polyester-spandex fabric back
• Golden premium grain goatskin palm
•  reinforcement patches on palm
• Neoprene wrist closure with adjustable hook & loop rubber  

pull-strap cuff
• Neoprene protective knuckle strap
• Fourchette finger design 
• Grain goatskin &  reinforced fingertips
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation     
• Size(s): M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known 
to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

KINCOPRO™ HYDROFLECTOR™ LINED  
WATER-RESISTANT PREMIUM GRAIN GOATSKIN & 
SYNTHETIC HYBRID
Style No. 3102HKP
• Form-fitting, stretchable black polyester-spandex fabric back 

laminated to a TPU waterproof membrane
• Golden premium  water-resistant grain goatskin  

palm & knuckles
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced leather hem
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Grain goatskin reinforced fingertips
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known 
to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

KINCOPRO™ LINED GRAIN BUFFALO & 
SYNTHETIC HYBRID
Style No. 104HK
• Form-fitting, stretchable black polyester-spandex fabric back
• Rust grain buffalo palm & knuckles
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced synthetic leather hem
• Neoprene protective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Grain buffalo reinforced fingertips
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to the State of California 
to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.
P65Warnings.ca.gov
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HydroFlector™, our signature collection  
of waterproof & water-resistant gloves, ensures  
your hands remain dry & protected in wet conditions.
You can quickly identify these products by our new 
blue HydroFlector™ fabric labels & by the following  
feature icons:

            Waterproof  Water-Resistant

KINCOPRO™ HYDROFLECTOR™ LINED 
WATERPROOF SYNTHETIC 
WITH PULL-STRAP
Style No. 2051
• Form-fitting, stretchable black polyester-spandex fabric back
• Durable black  suede synthetic leather palm
•  reinforcement patches on palm & fingers
• EVA anti-vibe shock-absorbing palm pads
• Neoprene wrist closure with hook & loop adjustable rubber pull-

strap cuff
• Neoprene protective knuckle strap
• Fourchette finger design 
•  reinforced fingertips
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Kevlar® abrasion-resistant reinforcement patch on thumb
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
•  waterproof insert
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL, XXL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are 
known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive 
harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

KINCOPRO™ HYDROFLECTOR™ LINED 
HI-VIS WATERPROOF SYNTHETIC  
WITH PULL-STRAP
Style No. 2051HV
• Form-fitting, stretchable high-visibility green polyester-spandex 

fabric back
• ANSI-107 compliant high-visibility orange  suede 

synthetic leather palm
•  reinforcement patches on palm & fingers
• EVA anti-vibe shock-absorbing palm pads
• Neoprene wrist closure with hook & loop adjustable rubber pull-

strap cuff
• 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective knuckle strap & inner wrist patches
• Fourchette finger design 
•  reinforced fingertips
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Kevlar® abrasion-resistant reinforcement patch on thumb
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
•  waterproof insert
• Size(s): M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are 
known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive 
harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

NEW 
 PALM
 MATERIAL

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!12



HYDROFLECTOR™ LINED WATERPROOF 
BLACK DUCK SKI GLOVE  
WITH PULL-STRAP
Style No. 1171
• Black heavy duck canvas fabric laminated to thermal foam lining
• Black durable PVC water-resistant gripping material on  

palm & thumb
• Adjustable hook & loop duck canvas fabric pull-strap cuff
• Turned duck canvas fabric hem
• Ribbed foam padded knuckle protection
• Fourchette finger design
• Flexible wing thumb design 
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation & foam lining
•  waterproof insert 
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are 
known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive 
harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

HYDROFLECTOR™ LINED WATERPROOF 
BROWN DUCK SKI GLOVE  
WITH PULL-STRAP
Style No. 1170
• Brown heavy duck canvas fabric laminated to thermal foam 

lining
• Black durable PVC water-resistant gripping material on  

palm & thumb
• Adjustable hook & loop duck canvas fabric pull-strap cuff
• Turned duck canvas fabric hem
• Ribbed foam padded knuckle protection
• Fourchette finger design 
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation & foam lining
•  waterproof insert 
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL, XXL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are 
known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive 
harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

KINCOPRO™ LINED BROWN SYNTHETIC
Style No. 2014HK
• Form-fitting, stretchable brown polyester-spandex  

fabric back 
• Durable golden  grain synthetic leather palm
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced fabric hem
• TPR impact protection patch on back-of-hand
• Foam padded knuckle protection 
•  grain synthetic leather reinforcement patch  

on thumb
• Conjoined fourchette finger design
•  grain synthetic leather reinforced fingertips
• Adaptable inset wing thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Terry cloth sweat wipe on thumb
• Available as pair or clip strip kit of 8 pairs
• 2014HK Size(s): M, L, XL
• 2014HK-8CS Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you  
to chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP  
or DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Outer shell
protects hand 

from elements

 
          waterproof 

insert 

Heatkeep®

blocks transfer  
of cold & heat

TR2 
inner liner

Body heat
trapped inside

Heatkeep® thermal insulation is comprised of finely  
spun polyester fibers, which create thousands of air 
pockets between the outer shell & TR2 inner lining to  
fully envelop the hand. These air pockets work to trap the 
body heat generated inside the glove & shield the hand 
from the cold. The TR2 inner lining, a thin, soft layer of 
nylon & non-absorbent polypropylene laminated to the 
Heatkeep® fibers, helps wick moisture away from the hand 
to keep it warm & dry.
Gloves lined with Heatkeep® thermal insulation 
continually outperform other leading insulators on the 
market. 

LINED HEAVY DUTY BLACK PREMIUM GRAIN 
PIGSKIN DRIVER WITH KNIT WRIST
Style No. 900MAX
• Black premium full grain pigskin
• Suede pigskin reinforcement patches on palm, thumb, & fingers
• Patches sewn with extra-strength Draylon® thread
• Omni-Cuff™ design
• Comfortable polyester & elastic knit wrist with leather pull-tab & 

shirred elastic
• Foam padded knuckle protection
• Out-seam index finger design
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Heavyweight Heatkeep® thermal insulation 
• Gunn cut pattern
• Rubber glasses & goggle wiper sewn into thumb
• Nikwax Waterproofing Wax for Leather™ packet included
• Carabiner & glove leash cords included
• Size(s): M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to the State 
of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

LINED HEAVY DUTY PREMIUM GRAIN & 
SUEDE PIGSKIN DRIVER WITH KNIT WRIST
Style No. 901
• Golden premium suede pigskin back 
• Golden premium grain pigskin palm
• Suede pigskin reinforcement patches on palm, thumb, & fingers
• Due to a lack of dexterity, the finger patches are not included  

on size small
• Patches sewn with extra-strength Draylon® thread
• Omni-Cuff™ design
• Comfortable polyester & elastic knit wrist with leather pull-tab & 

shirred elastic
• Foam padded knuckle protection
• Out-seam index finger design
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Flexible wing thumb design 
• Heavyweight Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Gunn cut pattern
• Nikwax Waterproofing Wax for Leather™ packet included
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to the State 
of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!14



Warmth of a mitt, 
the feel of a glove!

LINED HEAVY DUTY PREMIUM GRAIN & SUEDE 
PIGSKIN MITT WITH KNIT WRIST
Style No. 901T
• Golden premium suede pigskin back 
• Golden premium grain pigskin palm
• Suede pigskin reinforcement patch on palm & thumb
• Patches sewn with extra-strength Draylon® thread
• Omni-Cuff™ design
• Comfortable polyester & elastic knit wrist with leather pull-tab & 

shirred elastic
• Foam padded knuckle protection
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Heavyweight Heatkeep® thermal insulation in 5-finger  

glove design
• Mitt shell pattern
• Nikwax Waterproofing Wax for Leather™ packet included
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING:This product can expose you to chemicals 
including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to the State of 
California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, 
go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

LINED PREMIUM GRAIN & SUEDE PIGSKIN 
DRIVER WITH KNIT WRIST
Style No. 94HK
• Golden premium suede pigskin back 
• Golden premium grain pigskin palm
• Omni-Cuff™ design
• Comfortable polyester & elastic knit wrist with leather pull-tab & 

shirred elastic
• Out-seam index finger design
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL, XXL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to the State of 
California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, 
go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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LINED SUEDE DEERSKIN DRIVER
Style No. 903HK
• Golden full suede deerskin
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to the State of 
California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, 
go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

LINED PREMIUM GRAIN DEERSKIN DRIVER
Style No. 90HK
• Golden premium full grain deerskin
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL
• Also available in Women’s (See page 66)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to the State of 
California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, 
go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

LINED BLACK PREMIUM GRAIN DEERSKIN 
DRIVER
Style No. 90HKN
• Black premium full grain deerskin
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Gunn cut pattern
• Available as pair or clip strip kit of 8 pairs
• 90HKN Size(s): M, L, XL
• 90HKN-8CS Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose  
you to chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds,  
which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth  
defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to  
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!16



LINED SUEDE DEERSKIN MITT
Style No. 1929PL
• Golden full suede deerskin
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Pile thermal insulation
• Mitt shell pattern
• Size(s): XS, S, M, L, XL
• Also available in Kids’ (See page 78)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

GRAIN COWHIDE CHOPPER MITT SHELL
Style No. 1931
• Tan full grain cowhide
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Turned leather hem 
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Out-seam construction
• Mitt shell pattern
• Designed to be worn with Ragg Wool Style No. 5230 (See page 31)
• Size(s): L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to  
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to  
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm.  
For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Style No. 1931      Style No. 5230 The Perfect Fit

+ =

Warmth of a  
mitt, the feel of a glove!

AXEMAN® LINED GRAIN COWHIDE MITT
Style No. 1930
• Tan full grain cowhide
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced leather hem
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation in 5-finger glove design
• Mitt shell pattern
• Size(s): M, L, XL
• Also available in Kids’ (See page 78)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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HYDROFLECTOR™ LINED WATER-RESISTANT 
PREMIUM SUEDE COWHIDE DRIVER
Style No. 350HKP
• Golden premium  water-resistant full suede 

cowhide
• Omni-Cuff™ design
• Comfortable polyester & elastic knit wrist with leather pull-tab & 

shirred elastic
• Out-seam index finger design
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to the State of 
California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, 
go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

LINED PREMIUM GRAIN COWHIDE DRIVER 
WITH PALM PATCH
Style No. 198HK
• Golden premium full grain cowhide
• Suede cowhide reinforcement patch on palm
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Gunn cut pattern
• Available as pair or clip strip kit of 8 pairs 
• 198HK Size(s): M, L, XL, XXL
• 198HK-8CS Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose 
 you to chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds,  
which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects  
or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to  
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

HYDROFLECTOR™ LINED WATER-RESISTANT 
PREMIUM GRAIN COWHIDE DRIVER
Style No. 398HKP
• Tan premium  water-resistant  

full grain cowhide
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Gunn cut pattern
• Available as pair or clip strip kit of 8 pairs 
• 398HKP Size(s): M, L, XL
• 398HKP-8CS Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose  
you to chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds,  
which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects  
or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to  
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!18



LINED PREMIUM SUEDE COWHIDE DRIVER
Style No. 50RL
• Golden premium full suede cowhide
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): M, L, XL
• Also available in Kids’ (See page 78)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to the State of 
California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, 
go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

LINED SUEDE COWHIDE DRIVER
Style No. 51PL
• Golden full suede cowhide
• Suede cowhide reinforcement patch on palm
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced fabric hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Pile thermal insulation
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to the State of 
California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, 
go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

LINED GRAIN COWHIDE DRIVER
Style No. 98RL
• Tan full grain cowhide
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): M, L, XL, XXL
• Also available in Women’s (See page 67)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to the State of 
California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, 
go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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LINED BLACK GRAIN GOATSKIN DRIVER
Style No. 93HK
• Black full grain goatskin
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

LINED GRAIN BUFFALO DRIVER
Style No. 81HK
• Rust full grain buffalo
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Gunn cut pattern
• Available as pair or clip strip kit of 8 pairs 
• 81HK Size(s): M, L, XL
• 81HK-8CS Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can  
expose you to chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead  
compounds, which are known to the State of California to cause  
cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more  
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

CUTFLECTOR™ PREMIUM GRAIN BUFFALO 
DRIVER WITH IMPACT PROTECTION
Style No. 81CRA
• ANSI/ISEA 105-2016 Cut Level A4 rating
• ANSI/ISEA 105-2016 Puncture Level 3 rating
• Rust premium full grain buffalo
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced synthetic leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Black & yellow molded TPR impact protection sewn into 

leather on back of fingers, thumb, & hand
• Fourchette finger design
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Grain buffalo reinforcement patch on thumb
• HPPE cut-resistant lining 
• Size(s): M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or 
DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!20
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Resistant
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Back-of-hand 
Protection
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Cuff 
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Impact Protection Feature Comparison

LINED HI-VIS ORANGE GRAIN PIGSKIN PALM 
WITH IMPACT PROTECTION & KNIT WRIST 
Style No. 1938KWA
• High-visibility orange nylon fabric back 
• Golden grain pigskin palm
• Comfortable polyester & elastic knit wrist with leather pull-

tab & shirred elastic
• Orange molded PVC impact protection sewn into leather & 

nylon fabric on back of fingers, thumb, & hand
• 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Grain pigskin reinforced fingertips
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): M, L, XL, XXL

 U.S. Patent No. D667593

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or 
DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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LINED HI-VIS ORANGE GRAIN PIGSKIN PALM 
WITH KNIT WRIST
Style No. 1938KW
• High-visibility orange nylon fabric back 
• Golden grain pigskin palm
• Comfortable polyester & elastic knit wrist with leather pull-

tab & shirred elastic
• 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Grain pigskin reinforced fingertips
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL, XXL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or 
DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

LINED HI-VIS ORANGE GRAIN PIGSKIN PALM 
WITH SAFETY CUFF
Style No. 1938
• High-visibility orange nylon fabric back 
• Golden grain pigskin palm
• Lined heavy starched nylon fabric safety cuff with shirred 

elastic wrist
• Leather palm extends to wrist
• Turned nylon fabric hem
• 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design 
• Grain pigskin reinforced fingertips
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or 
DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

HYDROFLECTOR™ LINED HI-VIS ORANGE 
WATERPROOF GRAIN PIGSKIN PALM  
WITH KNIT WRIST
Style No. 1938KWP
• High-visibility orange nylon fabric back 
• Golden grain pigskin palm
• Comfortable polyester & elastic knit  

wrist with leather pull-tab & shirred elastic
• 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Grain pigskin reinforced fingertips
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
•  waterproof insert
• Gunn cut pattern
• Available as pair or clip strip kit of 8 pairs
• 1938KWP Size(s): S, M, L, XL
• 1938KWP-8CS Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can  
expose you to chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds &  
phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known to the State of  
California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm.  
For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!22



HYDROFLECTOR™ LINED HI-VIS GREEN 
WATERPROOF GRAIN PIGSKIN PALM  
WITH KNIT WRIST
Style No. 1939KWP
• High-visibility green nylon fabric back 
• Golden grain pigskin palm
• Comfortable polyester & elastic knit wrist with leather pull-

tab & shirred elastic
• 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Grain pigskin reinforced fingertips
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
•  waterproof insert
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL, XXL                      

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or 
DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

LINED HI-VIS GREEN GRAIN PIGSKIN PALM 
WITH KNIT WRIST
Style No. 1939KW
• High-visibility green nylon fabric back 
• Golden grain pigskin palm
• Comfortable polyester & elastic knit wrist with leather pull-

tab & shirred elastic
• 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Grain pigskin reinforced fingertips
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL, XXL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or 
DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

LINED HI-VIS GREEN GRAIN PIGSKIN PALM 
WITH SAFETY CUFF 
Style No. 1939
• High-visibility green nylon fabric back 
• Golden grain pigskin palm
• Lined heavy starched nylon fabric safety cuff with shirred 

elastic wrist
• Leather palm extends to wrist
• Turned nylon fabric hem
• 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Grain pigskin reinforced fingertips
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Gunn cut pattern 
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or 
DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Hi-Vis Feature Comparison

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!24
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HYDROFLECTOR™ LINED WATERPROOF 
SUEDE PIGSKIN PALM WITH KNIT WRIST
Style No. 1958KWP
• Brown heavy duck canvas fabric back 
• Golden suede pigskin palm
• Comfortable polyester & elastic knit wrist with leather  

pull-tab & shirred elastic
• Suede pigskin protective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Suede pigskin reinforced fingertips
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
•  waterproof insert
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): M, L, XL, XXL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or 
DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1927KW™ LINED PREMIUM GRAIN PIGSKIN 
PALM WITH KNIT WRIST
Style No. 1927KW
• Trademarked Otto™ striped cotton-blend canvas fabric back 
• Golden premium grain pigskin palm
• Comfortable polyester & elastic knit wrist with leather  

pull-tab & shirred elastic
• Grain pigskin protective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Grain pigskin reinforced fingertips
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
• Also available in Kids’ (See page 79)

 
U.S. Trademark No. 51111943
U.S. Trademark No. 2821121
Canada Registration No. TMA981,807

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

LINED SUEDE PIGSKIN PALM  
WITH KNIT WRIST
Style No. 1926KW
• Dark blue cotton-blend canvas fabric back 
• Golden suede pigskin palm
• Comfortable polyester & elastic knit wrist with leather  

pull-tab & shirred elastic
• Suede pigskin protective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Suede pigskin reinforced fingertips
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!26



1927® LINED PREMIUM GRAIN PIGSKIN 
PALM WITH SAFETY CUFF
Style No. 1927
• Trademarked Otto™ striped cotton-blend canvas fabric  

back & cuff 
• Golden premium grain pigskin palm
• Lined heavy starched cotton-blend canvas fabric safety cuff 

with shirred elastic wrist
• Turned cotton-blend canvas fabric hem
• Leather palm extends to wrist
• Grain pigskin protective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Grain pigskin reinforced fingertips
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL, XXL 
• Also available in Kids’ (See page 79)

 
U.S. Registered Trademark No. 2363934
U.S. Trademark No. 2821121 
Canada Registration. No. TMA954,733

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

HYDROFLECTOR™ LINED WATERPROOF 
SUEDE PIGSKIN PALM WITH SAFETY CUFF
Style No. 1958
• Brown heavy duck canvas fabric back & cuff 
• Golden suede pigskin palm
• Lined heavy starched duck canvas fabric safety cuff with 

shirred elastic wrist
• Leather palm extends to wrist
• Turned duck canvas fabric hem
• Suede pigskin protective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Suede pigskin reinforced fingertips
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
•  waterproof insert
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): M, L, XL, XXL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or 
DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

LINED SUEDE PIGSKIN PALM  
WITH SAFETY CUFF
Style No. 1926
• Dark blue cotton-blend canvas fabric back 
• Golden suede pigskin palm
• Lined heavy starched cotton-blend canvas fabric safety cuff 

with shirred elastic wrist
• Leather palm extends to wrist
• Turned cotton-blend canvas fabric hem
• Suede pigskin protective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Suede pigskin reinforced fingertips
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Top Grain

Suede (Middle Split & Flash Split)

Epidermis

Dermis

Hypodermis
& underlying 

tissue

GRAIN. Leather created from the fibrous part of 
the hide left once the top-grain of the rawhide has 
been separated from the hide. During the splitting 
operation, the top-grain & drop-split are separated. 
The top-grain is the highest quality of leather.
 
SUEDE or SPLIT. Leather that has had the upper top-
grain & lower drop-split layers separated. The drop-
split can be further split (thickness allowing) into a 
middle-split & a fleshsplit. The second-highest quality 
of leather is the middle split, which is thinner & more 
pliable than top-grain.

Cross-section of Animal Hide

Grain vs. 
Suede Leather

LINED RUSSET SUEDE COWHIDE PALM 
WITH SAFETY CUFF
Style No. 1721GR
• Green cotton-blend canvas fabric back & cuff
• Russet suede cowhide palm
• Lined rubberized cotton-blend canvas fabric safety cuff with 

shirred elastic wrist
• Leather palm extends to wrist
• Pieced fabric hem
• Suede cowhide protective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Suede cowhide reinforced fingertips
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Heavy fleece thermal insulation
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known 
to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. 
For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

LINED SUEDE COWHIDE PALM 
WITH SAFETY CUFF
Style No. 1932
• Green & black cotton-blend canvas fabric backs & cuffs
• Gray suede cowhide palm
• Lined heavy-starched cotton-blend canvas fabric safety cuff 

with shirred elastic wrist
• Leather palm extends to wrist
• Pieced fabric hem
• Suede cowhide protective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Suede cowhide reinforced fingertips
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Gunn cut pattern
• 3 pair each black & green color per inner pack
• Size(s): M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known 
to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. 
For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.govAvailable colorways

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!28
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Alyeska® Ragg Wool gloves utilize a 
revolutionary knitting procedure for 
added warmth & a snug fit. 
Ragg Wool is comprised of a blend 
of 55% acrylic & 45% wool fibers, 
which are knit together to create a 
versatile & comfortable glove for 
cold conditions. 

ALYESKA® BLACK LINED KNIT SHELL FULL-FINGER
Style No. 5199
• Double-layered knit shell using black thermal 7-gauge tight-knit 

acrylic-wool blend outer shell & terry-loop inner liner
• PVC dots on palm
• Continuous acrylic-wool blend & elastic knit wrist
• Seamless design
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL
• Also available in Women’s (See page 69)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known 
to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

ALYESKA®  BLACK LINED KNIT SHELL HALF-FINGER 
WITH CONVERTIBLE MITT HOOD
Style No. 5110
• Double-layered knit shell using black thermal 7-gauge tight-knit 

acrylic-wool blend outer shell & terry-loop inner liner
• PVC dots on palm
• Concealed mitt hood magnet
• Continuous acrylic-wool blend & elastic knit wrist
• Seamless design
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL
• Also available in Women’s (See page 68) 

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known 
to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!30



ALYESKA®  UNLINED MITT
Style No. 5230
• Tan thermal 7-gauge tight-knit acrylic-wool blend knit shell
• Continuous acrylic-wool blend & elastic knit wrist
• Seamless design
• Designed as mitten liner to be worn with Style No. 1931 (See page 17)
• Size(s:) L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead 
and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known to the State of California 
to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm.For more information, go to  
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

ALYESKA®  UNLINED FULL-FINGER
Style No. 5298
• Tan thermal 7-gauge tight-knit acrylic-wool blend knit shell
• PVC dots on palm
• Continuous acrylic-wool blend & elastic knit wrist
• Polyester overlock hem
• Seamless design
• Size(s): M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead 
and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known to the State of California 
to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to  
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

ALYESKA® LINED KNIT SHELL FULL-FINGER
Style No. 5299
• Double-layered knit shell using tan thermal 7-gauge tight-knit  

acrylic-wool blend outer shell & terry-loop inner liner
• PVC dots on palm
• Continuous acrylic-wool blend & elastic knit wrist
• Seamless design
• Available as pair or clip strip kit of 8 pairs 
• 5299 Size(s): M, L, XL
• 5299-8CS Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to  
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP  
or DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects  
or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

ALYESKA® LINED KNIT SHELL HALF-FINGER 
WITH CONVERTIBLE MITT HOOD
Style No. 5210
• Double-layered knit shell using tan thermal 7-gauge tight-knit  

acrylic-wool blend outer shell & terry-loop inner liner
• PVC dots on palm
• Concealed mitt hood magnet
• Continuous acrylic-wool blend & elastic knit wrist
• Seamless design
• Available as pair or clip strip kit of 8 pairs
• 5210 Size(s): M, L, XL 
• 5210-8CS Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to  
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP  
or DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects  
or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Style No. 1931      Style No. 5230 The Perfect Fit
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Designed for cold jobs where gripping power  
is a necessity. The heavy, 100% acrylic knit shells  
withstands cold while the durable latex coated palms 
provide grip-ability.
Form fitting & featuring a snug comfortable continuous 
knit wrist, Kinco®’s Frost Breaker® is your choice for the 
next cold, grip-necessary job.

FROST BREAKER® HI-VIS THERMAL KNIT 
SHELL & LATEX PALM
Style No. 1875
• High-visibility green heavy thermal 7-gauge 100% acrylic knit shell
• Black crinkle latex coated palm
• Continuous acrylic & elastic knit wrist
• Polyester overlock hem
• Seamless design
• Size(s): M, L, XL 

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known 
to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

FROST BREAKER® THERMAL KNIT SHELL &  
LATEX PALM
Style No. 1789 
• Black heavy thermal 7-gauge 100% acrylic knit shell
• Blue crinkle latex coated palm
• Continuous acrylic & elastic knit wrist
• Polyester overlock hem
• Seamless design
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL 

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known 
to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!32



WARM GRIP® THERMAL KNIT SHELL &  
LATEX PALM
Style No. 1790
• Black heavy thermal 10-gauge 100% acrylic knit shell
• Black crinkle latex coated palm
• Continuous acrylic & elastic knit wrist
• Polyester overlock hem
• Seamless design
• Available as pair or banded 3-pack
• 1790 Size(s): S, M, L, XL
• 1790-3PK Size(s): L
• Also available in Women’s (See page 69)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are 
known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. 
For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

FROST BREAKER® CAMO THERMAL KNIT 
SHELL & LATEX PALM
Style No. 1788
• Camouflage heavy thermal 7-gauge 100% acrylic knit shell
• Green crinkle latex coated palm
• Continuous acrylic & elastic knit wrist
• Polyester overlock hem
• Seamless design
• Available as pair or clip strip kit of 12 pairs
• 1788 Size(s): S, M, L, XL 
• 1788-12CS Size(s): L 

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you  
to chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including  
DEHP or DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer &  
birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to  
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

FROST BREAKER® THERMAL KNIT SHELL & 
FOAM LATEX PALM
Style No. 1787
• Brown heavy thermal 7-gauge 100% acrylic knit shell
• Black foam latex coated palm
• Continuous acrylic & elastic knit wrist
• Polyester overlock hem
• Seamless design
• Available as pair or clip strip kit of 12 pairs
• 1787 Size(s): S, M, L, XL 
• 1787-12CS Size(s): L  

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you  
to chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including  
DEHP or DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer &  
birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to  
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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HYDROFLECTOR™ WATERPROOF HI-VIS 
GREEN LINED THERMAL KNIT SHELL & 
DOUBLE-COATED LATEX
Style No. 1786P   
• Double-layered knit shell using high-visibility green 15-gauge 

heavy thermal 100% acrylic outer shell & soft gray 7-gauge 
brushed-loop thermal acrylic inner liner

• High-visibility green full-coverage smooth latex waterproof 
coating

• Black sandy latex coated palm
• Continuous polyester-acrylic blend & elastic knit wrist
• Polyester overlock hem
• Seamless design
• Size(s): M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or 
DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

NEW 
 STYLE

Waterproof  
smooth latex

Seamless design

Sandy latex palm

Double-layered heavy 
thermal acrylic knit shellContinuous 

knit wrist

HYDROFLECTOR™ WATERPROOF HI-VIS ORANGE LINED THERMAL KNIT SHELL & 
DOUBLE-COATED LATEX
Style No. 1784P 
• Double-layered knit shell using high-visibility orange 15-gauge 

heavy thermal 100% acrylic thermal outer shell & soft 
orange thermal 7-gauge brushed-loop acrylic inner liner 
locks in warmth, repels the cold, & wicks away moisture with 
seamless, form-fitting comfort 

• High-visibility orange full-coverage smooth latex coating 
provides a flexible waterproof barrier to keep the entire hand 
warm & dry

• Black sandy latex palm coating maintains elasticity in low 
temperatures, offers abrasion protection, & provides a 
textured surface to increase grip control in liquids

• Continuous polyester-acrylic blend & elastic knit wrist 
provides a seamless, snug fit at pulse-point, which helps to 
retain warmth where heat often escapes the body, & helps to 
prevent dirt & debris from infiltrating the glove

• Color-coded polyester overlock hem indicates size & helps 
prevent fraying

• Seamless design provides dexterity & comfort
• Size(s): M, L, XL 

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & 
phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. 
For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Polyester overlock hem

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!34
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KINCOPRO™ GRAIN DEERSKIN & 
SYNTHETIC HYBRID WITH PULL-STRAP
Style No. 101
• Form-fitting, stretchable black polyester-spandex fabric back
• Golden premium grain deerskin palm & knuckles
• Neoprene wrist closure with adjustable hook & loop rubber 

pull-strap cuff
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Grain deerskin reinforced fingertips
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

KINCOPRO™ PREMIUM GRAIN GOATSKIN &  
SYNTHETIC HYBRID WITH IMPACT PROTECTION
Style No. 2132
• Form-fitting, stretchable black polyester-spandex fabric & 

2/3-coverage golden premium grain goatskin back
• Golden premium grain goatskin palm
• Shock-absorbing foam palm pads
• TPR impact protection patch on back-of-hand
• Easy-On™ cuff with leather pull-tab & shirred elastic wrist 
• Pieced synthetic leather hem
• Black molded TPR impact protection sewn into leather on 

back of fingers
• Conjoined fourchette finger design 
• Wrap-over fingertip design
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Kevlar® abrasion-resistant reinforcement patch on thumb
• Terry cloth sweat wipe on thumb
• Size(s): M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or 
DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

KINCOPRO™ PREMIUM GRAIN GOATSKIN & 
SYNTHETIC HYBRID
Style No. 2122
• Form-fitting, stretchable black polyester-spandex fabric back
• Golden premium grain goatskin palm
• Foam shock-absorbing palm pads
• Easy-On™ cuff with leather pull-tab & shirred elastic wrist 
• Pieced synthetic leather hem
• TPR impact protection patch on back-of-hand
• Foam padded knuckle protection 
• Conjoined fourchette finger design
• Grain goatskin reinforced fingertips
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Kevlar® abrasion-resistant reinforcement patch on thumb
• Terry cloth sweat wipe on thumb
• Size(s): M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!36



KINCOPRO™ PREMIUM GRAIN GOATSKIN & 
SYNTHETIC HYBRID WITH PULL-STRAP
Style No. 102
• Form-fitting, stretchable black polyester-spandex fabric back
• Golden premium grain goatskin palm
•  reinforcement patches on palm
• Neoprene wrist closure with adjustable hook & loop rubber 

pull-strap cuff
• Neoprene protective knuckle strap
• Fourchette finger design
• Grain goatskin &  reinforced fingertips
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Size(s): M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or 
DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

KINCOPRO™ PEARL PREMIUM GRAIN 
GOATSKIN & SYNTHETIC HYBRID
Style No. 103
• Form-fitting, stretchable black polyester-spandex fabric back
• Pearl premium grain goatskin leather palm & knuckles
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced fabric hem
• Neoprene protective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Grain goatskin reinforced fingertips
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

KINCOPRO™ GRAIN BUFFALO &  
SYNTHETIC HYBRID
Style No. 104
• Form-fitting, stretchable black polyester-spandex  

fabric back
• Rust grain buffalo palm & knuckles
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced synthetic leather hem
• Neoprene protective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Grain buffalo reinforced fingertips
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Available as pair or clip strip kit of 12 pairs
• 104 Size(s): M, L, XL
• 104-12CS Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can  
expose you to chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead  
compounds, which are known to the State of California to cause  
cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more  
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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NEW 
 STYLE

KINCOPRO™ HI-VIS SYNTHETIC WITH IMPACT PROTECTION & PULL-STRAP
Style No. 2070HVA
• Form-fitting, stretchable black polyester-spandex fabric back 

provides a snug fit
• ANSI-107 compliant high-visibility orange  suede 

synthetic leather palm provides durable dexterity & enhances 
visibility in hazardous conditions

• Durable   reinforcement patches on palm & 
fingers help withstand wear in high-abrasion applications, 
enhances grip control, & avoids base material failure

• EVA anti-vibration & shock-absorbing palm pads help to reduce 
blisters & hand fatigue

• Stretch-fit neoprene wrist closure with adjustable hook & loop 
rubber pull-strap cuff provides a custom fit

• Reflective pull-tab on cuff helps reduce stress on wrist seams 
when pulling gloves on & off & offers additional visibility in low 
light conditions

• Pieced reflective fabric hem incorporates an added piece of 
material, which creates a finished look  & prevents fraying

• High-visibility orange TPR armor, sewn into polyester-spandex 
fabric on the fingers, thumb, & back-of-hand, provides dorsal 
impact protection

• Conjoined fourchette finger design utilizes polyester-Lycra® 
fabric proximal to the hand to offer greater airflow to the hand 
& a snug fit without bunching at the base of the fingers, along 
with polyester-spandex fabric on the distal ends of each finger 
to provide additional durability

• Black  & TPR patches at the distal end of the 
fingers provide a protective barrier around the fingernails & 
fingertips, which reinforces the base material & seams for 
added wear

• Inset wing thumb, designed with a separate piece of material 
to match the natural angle of the thumb, adapts to the 
movement of the hand to provide great dexterity & comfort

• Kevlar® abrasion-resistant reinforcement patch, sewn into the 
critical wear zone between the thumb & index finger, provides 
superior protection against abrasions & avoids base material 
failure due to the extreme strength of the woven Kevlar® 
thread embedded into PVC material 

• Size(s): M, L, XL 
 
 

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & 
phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive 
harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Shock-absorbing pads

XtremeGRIP!® 
reinforcement patches

MiraHV1™ suede 
synthetic leather palm

Adjustable  
pull-strap cuff

Polyester-spandex 
fabric back

TPR impact protection

Reinforced fingertips

Distal polyester-
spandex fourchette

Proximal polyester-
Lycra® fourchette 

Abrasion-resistant 
reinforcement patch

Adaptable inset wing 
thumb

Pieced reflective  
fabric hem

Pull-tab

Neoprene wrist closure

There is an important difference between general work  
gloves & high impact work gloves. Impact gloves are designed 
& constructed with additional protection for more hazardous & 
heavy-duty job situations.  

Kinco® offers a range of high-quality impact protection gloves to 
withstand a certain degree of injury for common impacts.

The Importance of 
Impact Protection

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!38



KINCOPRO™ HI-VIS SYNTHETIC
Style No. 2012HV
• Form-fitting, stretchable high-visibility orange polyester-

spandex fabric back
• Durable black  suede synthetic leather palm
•  suede synthetic leather reinforcement patches on 

palm
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• High-visibility green polyester-spandex fabric palm-side cuff
• Pieced fabric hem
• Neoprene protective knuckle strap with reflective piping
• Conjoined fourchette finger design
•  suede synthetic leather reinforced fingertips
• Touch-screen compatible index fingertip
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Terry cloth sweat wipe on thumb
• Size(s): M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or 
DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

KINCOPRO™ HI-VIS GENERAL™ 
SYNTHETIC WITH PULL-STRAP
Style No. 2041HV
• Form-fitting, stretchable high-visibility green  

polyester-spandex fabric back
• ANSI-107 compliant high-visibility orange   

suede synthetic leather palm
• EVA anti-vibe shock-absorbing palm pads
•  reinforcement patches on palm & fingers
• Kevlar® abrasion-resistant reinforcement patch on thumb
• Breathable airprene wrist closure with adjustable hook & loop 

rubber pull-strap cuff
• 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective knuckle strap & inner wrist 

patches
• Fourchette finger design
•  reinforced fingertips
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Terry cloth sweat wipe on thumb
• Size(s): M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or 
DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

NEW 
 PALM
 MATERIAL

Features of Impact Protection Gloves:
• Gloves have an outer shell with raised sections of dense,  

rubbery material that is molded & affixed to the glove 

• Impact protection sections are comprised of either thermoplastic  
rubber (TPR) or polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 

• The sections cover the back-of-hand & all of the fingers 

• The sections are strategically placed to stop impact where it  
typically occurs before it reaches the hand 

• The molded protection is scored or designed in a way to allow  
for flexibility & movement of the hand, which provides comfort
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KINCOPRO™ BREATHABLE SYNTHETIC
Style No. 2012
• Breathable black vented polyester fabric back
• Durable black  suede synthetic leather palm
•  suede synthetic leather reinforcement patches on palm
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced fabric hem
• Foam padded knuckle protection 
• Conjoined fourchette finger design
•  suede synthetic leather reinforced fingertips 
• Touch-screen compatible index fingertip
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Terry cloth sweat wipe on thumb
• Size(s): M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known 
to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

KINCOPRO™ FOREMAN™ SYNTHETIC  
WITH PULL-STRAP
Style No. 2035
• Form-fitting, stretchable black polyester-spandex  

fabric & golden  suede synthetic leather back
• Durable tan  suede synthetic leather palm
• Golden  suede synthetic leather reinforcement  

patches on palm, fingers, & thumb
• Neoprene wrist closure with adjustable hook & loop  

rubber pull-strap cuff
• Black molded TPR impact protection sewn into  

synthetic leather on back of fingers
• Conjoined fourchette finger design
•  suede synthetic leather reinforced fingertips
• Adaptable inset wing thumb design
• Terry cloth sweat wipe on thumb
• Available as pair or clip strip kit of 10 pairs
• 2035 Size(s): M, L, XL, XXL
• 2035-10CS Size(s): L

 
 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 

including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known 
to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

KINCOPRO™ GENERAL™ SYNTHETIC  
WITH PULL-STRAP
Style No. 2041
• Form-fitting, stretchable black polyester-spandex  

fabric back
• Durable gray  suede synthetic leather palm
• EVA anti-vibe shock-absorbing palm pads
•  reinforcement patches on palm & fingers
• Kevlar® abrasion-resistant reinforcement patch on thumb
• Breathable airprene wrist closure with adjustable  

hook & loop rubber pull-strap cuff
• Breathable airprene protective knuckle strap
• Fourchette finger design
•  reinforced fingertips
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Terry cloth sweat wipe on thumb
• Available as pair or clip strip kit of 10 pairs
• 2041 Size(s): S, M, L, XL, XXL
• 2041-10CS Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known 
to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!40



KINCOPRO™ BLACK SYNTHETIC 
WITH PULL-STRAP
Style No. 2011   
• Form-fitting, stretchable black polyester-spandex fabric back
• Durable black  suede synthetic leather palm
• Neoprene wrist closure with adjustable hook & loop pull-strap cuff
• Foam padded knuckle protection 
•  suede synthetic leather reinforced fingertips
• Fourchette finger design
• Adaptable inset wing thumb design
•  suede synthetic leather reinforcement patch on thumb
• Terry cloth sweat wipe on thumb
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL, XXL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known 
to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

KINCOPRO™ HANDLER™ SYNTHETIC  
WITH PULL-STRAP
Style No. 2021
• Form-fitting, stretchable black polyester-spandex fabric back
• Durable black  suede synthetic leather palm coated with 

textured  silicone 
• Neoprene wrist closure with adjustable hook & loop rubber pull-

strap cuff
• Ribbed neoprene padded knuckle protection
•  suede synthetic leather reinforced fingertips
• Fourchette finger design
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Terry cloth sweat wipe on thumb
• Size(s): M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known 
to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

KINCOPRO™ BROWN SYNTHETIC
Style No. 2014
• Form-fitting, stretchable brown polyester-spandex fabric back
• Durable golden  grain synthetic leather palm
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced fabric hem
• TPR impact protection patch on back-of-hand
• Foam padded knuckle protection 
•  grain synthetic leather reinforcement patch on thumb
• Conjoined fourchette finger design
•  grain synthetic leather reinforced fingertips
• Adaptable inset wing thumb design
• Terry cloth sweat wipe on thumb 
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL, XXL
• Also available in Kids’ (See page 79)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known 
to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Unlined  Feature Comparison

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!42
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Resistant

Anti-Vibe 
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Back-of-hand 
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PEARL GRAIN GOATSKIN DRIVER
Style No. 92
• Pearl full grain goatskin
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL
• Also available in Women’s (See page 71)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

GRAIN BUFFALO DRIVER
Style No. 81
• Rust full grain buffalo
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern 
• Available as pair or clip strip kit of 12 pairs
• 81 Size(s): M, L, XL 
• 81-12CS Size(s): L  

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can  
expose you to chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead 
compounds, which are known to the State of California to cause 
cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

PREMIUM GRAIN DEERSKIN DRIVER
Style No. 90
• Golden premium full grain deerskin
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Available as pair or clip strip kit of 12 pairs
• 90 Size(s): S, M, L, XL 
• 90-12CS Size(s): L  
• Also available in Women’s (See page 71)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can  
expose you to chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead  
compounds, which are known to the State of California to cause  
cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more  
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!44



GRAIN COWHIDE DRIVER  
WITH IMPACT PROTECTION
Style No. 98A
• Tan full grain cowhide
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced leather hem
• Orange molded PVC impact protection sewn into leather on 

back of fingers, thumb, & hand
• Out-seam index finger design 
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): M,  L, XL, XXL

 U.S. Patent No. D667593

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or 
DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

HYDROFLECTOR™ WATER-RESISTANT 
PREMIUM GRAIN COWHIDE DRIVER
Style No. 398P
• Tan premium  water-resistant  

full grain cowhide
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Available as pair or clip strip kit of 12 pairs 
• 398P Size(s): M, L, XL
• 398P-12CS Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can  
expose you to chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead  
compounds, which are known to the State of California to cause  
cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more  
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

PREMIUM GRAIN & SUEDE PIGSKIN 
DRIVER
Style No. 94WA
• Golden premium suede pigskin back 
• Golden premium grain pigskin palm
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced leather hem
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Sewn with Kevlar® heat-resistant thread
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL, XXL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

NEW
 MATERIAL
 COLOR
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GRAIN COWHIDE DRIVER
Style No. 98
• Tan full grain cowhide
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): S, M, L , XL, XXL
• Also available in Women’s (See page 71)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to the State 
of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

GRAIN COWHIDE DRIVER WITH PULL-STRAP
Style No. 99
• Tan full grain cowhide
• Adjustable ball & tape pull-strap cuff
• Pieced leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to the State 
of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

PREMIUM GRAIN COWHIDE DRIVER  
WITH PULL-STRAP
Style No. 199
• Golden premium full grain cowhide
• Suede cowhide reinforcement patch on palm
• Adjustable leather ball & tape pull-strap cuff
• Pieced leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to the State 
of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

PREMIUM GRAIN COWHIDE DRIVER 
WITH PALM PATCH
Style No. 198
• Golden premium full grain cowhide
• Suede cowhide reinforcement patch on palm
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Available as pair or clip strip kit of 12 pairs
• 198 Size(s): M, L, XL 
• 198-12CS Size(s): L  

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose  
you to chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds,  
which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth  
defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to  
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!46



SUEDE COWHIDE DRIVER  
WITH PULL-STRAP
Style No. 50BT
• Golden full suede cowhide
• Adjustable ball & tape pull-strap cuff
• Pieced leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

SUEDE COWHIDE DRIVER
Style No. 50
• Golden full suede cowhide
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL, XXL
• Also available in Kids’ (See page 80)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

SUEDE COWHIDE DRIVER  
WITH DOUBLE-PALM
Style No. 97
• Golden full suede cowhide
• Suede cowhide full-palm reinforcement patch
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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HI-VIS ORANGE MESH & GRAIN PIGSKIN PALM
Style No. 909
• Breathable high-visibility orange nylon fabric mesh back
• Golden grain pigskin palm
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced fabric hem
• 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective knuckle strap
• Out-seam index finger design
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are 
known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. 
For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

HI-VIS ORANGE & GRAIN PIGSKIN PALM
WITH SAFETY CUFF
Style No. 1918
• High-visibility orange nylon fabric back
• Golden grain pigskin palm
• Heavy starched nylon fabric safety cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Leather palm extends to wrist
• Pieced fabric hem
• 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): M, L, XL, XXL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are 
known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. 
For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!48



Fluorescent properties make 3M™ Scotchlite™ highly visible in  
daylight, dawn, & dusk.
3M™ Scotchlite™ uses retroreflection technology to reflect light 
directly back to its original light source. It also uses high-gloss prismatic 
technology that incorporates a dye resistant coating along with a 
premium moisture seal that ensures that discoloration & condensation 
are avoided in order to maintain it’s highly reflective properties.
3M™ Scotchlite™ is a registered trademark of 3M™ Company.

HI-VIS GREEN MESH & GRAIN PIGSKIN PALM
Style No. 908
• Breathable high-visibility green nylon fabric mesh back
• Golden grain pigskin palm
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced fabric hem
• 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective knuckle strap
• Out-seam index finger design
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are 
known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. 
For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

HI-VIS GREEN & GRAIN PIGSKIN PALM 
WITH SAFETY CUFF
Style No. 1919
• High-visibility green nylon fabric back
• Golden grain pigskin palm
• Heavy starched nylon fabric safety cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Leather palm extends to wrist
• Pieced fabric hem
• 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): M, L, XL, XXL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are 
known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. 
For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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PREMIUM GRAIN PIGSKIN PALM 
WITH SAFETY CUFF
Style No. 1917
• Trademarked Otto™ striped cotton-blend canvas fabric  

back & cuff
• Golden premium grain pigskin palm 
• Rubberized cotton-blend canvas fabric safety cuff with shirred  

elastic wrist
• Leather palm extends to wrist
• Pieced fabric hem
• Grain pigskin protective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Grain pigskin reinforced fingertips
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL
• Also available in Kids’ (See page 80)

 U.S. Trademark No. 2821121

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

PREMIUM GRAIN PIGSKIN PALM 
WITH KNIT WRIST
Style No. 1917KW
• Trademarked Otto™ striped cotton-blend canvas fabric back 
• Golden premium grain pigskin palm
• Comfortable polyester & elastic knit wrist with shirred elastic
• Grain pigskin protective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Grain pigskin reinforced fingertips
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL

 U.S. Trademark No. 2821121

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

SUEDE COWHIDE WITH DOUBLE-PALM & 
SAFETY CUFF
Style No. 1600
• Striped cotton-blend canvas fabric back & cuff
• Gray suede cowhide palm
• Teal suede cowhide full-palm, thumb, & wrap-around index 

reinforcement patch
• Patches sewn with extra-strength Draylon® thread
• Rubberized cotton-blend canvas fabric safety cuff with shirred  

elastic wrist
• Leather palm extends to wrist
• Pieced fabric hem
• Suede cowhide protective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Suede cowhide reinforced fingertips
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!50



SUEDE COWHIDE PALM WITH SAFETY CUFF
Style No. 1720
• Natural white cotton-blend canvas fabric back & cuff
• Gray suede cowhide palm
• Rubberized cotton-blend canvas fabric safety cuff with shirred  

elastic wrist
• Leather palm extends to wrist
• Pieced fabric hem
• Suede cowhide protective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Suede cowhide reinforced fingertips
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to the State 
of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

ECONOMY SUEDE COWHIDE PALM  
WITH SAFETY CUFF
Style No. 1498
• Striped cotton-blend canvas fabric back & cuff
• Gray economy suede cowhide palm
• Starched cotton-blend canvas fabric safety cuff with shirred  

elastic wrist
• Leather palm extends to wrist
• Pieced fabric hem
• Suede cowhide protective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Suede cowhide reinforced fingertips
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Available as pair or shrink-wrapped 2-pack
• 1498 Size(s): M, L, XL
• 1498-2PK Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to the State 
of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

SUEDE COWHIDE PALM WITH SAFETY CUFF
Style No. 1500
• Striped cotton-blend canvas fabric back & cuff
• Gray suede cowhide palm
• Rubberized cotton-blend canvas fabric safety cuff with shirred  

elastic wrist
• Leather palm extends to wrist
• Pieced fabric hem
• Suede cowhide protective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Suede cowhide reinforced fingertips
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Polyester-cotton blend lining
• Gunn cut pattern
• Available as pair or shrink-wrapped 3-pack
• 1500 Size(s): M, L, XL
• 1500-3PK Size(s): M, L, XL
• Also available in Kids’ (See page 80)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to the State 
of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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9”12”14”18”24”31”

Material Suggested Uses

Cotton, Canvas, Acrylic, Nylon, Polyester, Chore, Jersey Light duty material handling and clean-up work

Leather Equipment handling, general construction, heavy clean-up, 
welding, moderately hot or cold material handling

Shock Absorbing Operating rotary hammers or other vibrating equipment

Kevlar/Wire Mesh Working with sheet metal, glass, or heavy cutting

Nitrile, Neoprene,  
Latex, PVC, PU

Chemical gloves must be chosen for the specific chemical 
being used

Insulated Extreme high and low temperatures

3 Identify why the glove is necessary 
There are two reasons why a glove might be necessary:

a To protect the hands against the product – The 
product we are handling has the potential to cause 
injury to the hand.

b To protect the product against the hands – The 
product we are handling must be protected against 
the hand (some products could be contaminated 
by oils and particles that are on the hands - like 
circuit boards). 

4 Identify the hazard 
Hazards fall into one of the following five categories:

a Severe abrasions, lacerations, & cuts; 

b Chemical burns or thermal burns; 

c Viruses, bacteria, blood-borne pathogens and body 
fluids; 

d Harmful temperature extremes; 

e Electrical currents 

5 Select the appropriate glove material for  
the hazard 
The type of material that you select for the gloves you 
will be wearing will vary by the task you are performing. 
You will need to do a little research to make sure that 
you have the right material. 

1 Size the glove correctly 
It is also important to make sure that you a wearing the 
right size glove. Find your glove size quickly & easily by 
identifying the circumference of your palm using a pliable 
measuring tape. The measurement (in inches) should 
be taken from the inside of your thumb to the outside 
of your pinky finger. To ensure an accurate sizing, use 
your dominate hand when you’re measuring. For more 
information refer to “Sizing.”

2 Assess other factors 
Having done all the above, you are almost ready to select 
the glove that you will need. Additional factors that you 
need to consider before you make your glove selection are: 

a How long does the glove need to be?  
Do you simply need to protect the hands themselves 
or is there a need to protect the wrists and even 
part of the arm? Length of glove is important to the 
assessment of the correct glove. Use the chart below 
to make the right selection.

b Do you need a safety cuff? 
If you are working around moving parts and 
machinery, you will probably want a safety cuff on 
your glove so it doesn’t slip off the hand.

c Are there vibration and/or impact issues  
to consider? 
Vibration and impact issues require special anti-
vibration gloves in order to help prevent the condition 
known as “white finger” 
(also known as Hand-Arm Vibration Syndrome or 
HAVS).

d What are the temperature issues 
(cold weather, hot weather, rain, etc…)?  
Leather gloves provide a certain amount of resistant 
to cold. Insulated cold weather gloves might be 
a better choice for rain and snow. In hot weather, 
workers will prefer gloves that breathe, allowing the 
hands not to get too sweaty. Make sure to evaluate 
the temperature issues you might run into.

In order to eliminate on-the-job injuries, it’s important to select the right glove to protect your hands when there is a potential for 
hand injury. There are five steps to ensure the right glove is selected:

    Right Glove for the Job
Choosing the 

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!52



POLYESTER KNIT SHELL & LATEX PALM
Style No. 1791 
• Gray 10-gauge polyester knit shell
• Blue crinkle latex coated palm
• Continuous polyester & elastic knit wrist
• Polyester overlock hem
• Seamless design
• Available as pair or banded 3-pack
• 1791 Size(s): S, M, L, XL
• 1791-3PK Size(s): M, L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including  
lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known to the State of 
California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to 
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

ECONOMY KNIT SHELL & LATEX PALM
Style No. 1792
• Natural white 10-gauge polyester-cotton blend knit shell
• Blue crinkle latex coated palm
• Continuous polyester-cotton blend & elastic knit wrist
• Polyester overlock hem
• Seamless design
• Available as pair, banded 3-pack, or  

shrink-wrapped 12-pack
• 1792 Size(s): M, L, XL
• 1792-3PK Size(s): L
• 1792-12PK Size(s): M, L, XL 

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including  
lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known to the State of 
California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to 
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

NYLON-SPANDEX KNIT SHELL &  
MICRO-FOAM NITRILE PALM
Style No. 1888
• Gray 15-gauge nylon-spandex blend knit shell
• Breathable black micro-foam nitrile coated palm
• Continuous nylon-spandex blend & elastic knit wrist
• Polyester overlock hem
• Seamless design
• Available as pair or clip strip kit of 12 pairs
• 1888 Size(s): M, L, XL, XXL
• 1888-12CS Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or 
DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects 
or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

POLYESTER KNIT SHELL & NITRILE PALM
Style No. 1890
• Navy blue 13-gauge polyester knit shell
• Black smooth nitrile coated palm
• Continuous polyester & elastic knit wrist
• Polyester overlock hem
• Seamless design
• Available as pair or banded 3-pack
• 1890 Size(s): S, M, L, XL
• 1890-3PK Size(s): L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including 
lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known to the State of 
California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to 
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Material Suggested Uses

Cotton, Canvas, Acrylic, Nylon, Polyester, Chore, Jersey Light duty material handling and clean-up work

Leather Equipment handling, general construction, heavy clean-up, 
welding, moderately hot or cold material handling

Shock Absorbing Operating rotary hammers or other vibrating equipment

Kevlar/Wire Mesh Working with sheet metal, glass, or heavy cutting

Nitrile, Neoprene,  
Latex, PVC, PU

Chemical gloves must be chosen for the specific chemical 
being used

Insulated Extreme high and low temperatures
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Designed to help protect hands from direct  
contact with sharp edges such as glass, metal, ceramics  
& other materials.

CUTFLECTOR™ PREMIUM GRAIN BUFFALO DRIVER  
WITH IMPACT PROTECTION
Style No. 81CRA
• ANSI/ISEA 105-2016 Cut Level A4 rating
• ANSI/ISEA 105-2016 Puncture Level 3 rating
• Rust premium full grain buffalo
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced synthetic leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Black & yellow molded TPR impact protection sewn into leather on back 

of fingers, thumb, & hand
• Fourchette finger design
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Grain buffalo reinforcement patch on thumb
• HPPE cut-resistant lining 
• Size(s): M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including 
lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known to the State of 
California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to 
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

CUTFLECTOR™ KNIT SHELL & LATEX PALM
Style No. 1791K
• ANSI/ISEA 105-2016 Cut Level A3 rating
• ANSI/ISEA 105-2016 Puncture Level 4 rating
• EN 388:2003 Blade Cut Resistance Level 3 rating
• Yellow 13-gauge Kevlar® cut-resistant knit shell
• Black crinkle latex coated palm
• Continuous Kevlar® & elastic knit wrist
• Seamless design
• Size(s): M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including 
lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known to the State of 
California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to 
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

CUTFLECTOR™ KNIT SHELL &  
SANDY FOAM NITRILE PALM
Style No. 1894CR
• ANSI/ISEA 105-2016 Cut Level A4 rating
• ANSI/ISEA 105-2016 Puncture Level 5 rating
• EN 388:2003 Blade Cut Resistance Level 5 rating
• Speckled gray cut-resistant 13-gauge high performance  

polyethylene (HPPE) filament, glass fiber, & polyester  
blend knit shell 

• Black double-dipped sandy foam nitrile coated palm 
• Continuous HPPE filament, glass fiber, & polyester  

blend & elastic knit wrist
• Seamless design
• Available as pair or clip strip kit of 12 pairs
• 1894CR Size(s): M, L, XL
• 1894CR-12CS Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to  
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP  
or DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth  
defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!54



ANSI & EN 388 Cut & Puncture
ANSI Cut Ratings & Test Methods
To clearly differentiate the protection that each glove offers, 
the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) has 
standardized the testing methods & classification levels for cut 
protection. These standards are outlined in the ANSI/ISEA 105-
2016 hand protection criteria & are defined by nine cut levels.  

The different cut classification levels are determined by using 
a single testing method, the ASTM F2992-15, which allows 
for only one type of machine to be used - the TDM-100. This 
ensures that all gloves, no matter the manufacturer, provide 
the same level of protection in a given class for any given 
material.

Understanding the ASTM F2992-15 Test Method

The test sample is cut by a straight-edge blade under a gram 
load along a straight path. The sample is cut five times each at 
three different loads & the blade is replaced after each cut to 
ensure accuracy. The weight or grams of force required to cut 
through the material determines the cut level rating, which is 
outlined in the table to the right.

ANSI cut level ratings help determine the level of protection 
needed. Kinco® will always clearly state the performance 
results of all of our cut-resistant gloves using the cut resistance 
rating icons listed in the table to the right.

6000+ Protection from high cut hazards

5000-5999 High cut protection

4000-4999 Protection for high cut hazards

3000-3999 Protection from high cut hazards 

2200-2999 Medium to heavy protection 
from cut hazards

1500-2199 Protection for medium cut 
hazards

1000-1499 Light to medium cut protection

500-999 Light to medium protection 
from cut hazards

200-499 Protection for light cut hazards

ANSI RATING GRAMS TO CUT CUT PROTECTION LEVEL

EN 388 Cut Resistance Level Ratings & Test Methods
The European Standard for Protective Gloves (EN 388), similar 
to ANSI/ISEA 105, is the European standard used to evaluate 
mechanical risks for hand protection. Gloves with a EN 388 rating 
are third party tested & rated on their cut resistance level.

EN 388 uses the coup test method utilizing testing method ISO 
13997 & the ASTM F2992-15 testing method utilizing the TDM-100 
(the same method used for ANSI/ISEA) for high-cut gloves testing 
beyond level 3. Using both methods for high-cut gloves provides a 
more accurate score.

EN 388 cut resistance ratings help determine the level of protection 
needed. Kinco® will always clearly state the performance results of 
all of our cut-resistant gloves using the cut resistance rating icons 
listed in the table to the left.

ANSI/ISEA 105 & EN 388 Puncture Resistance 
Level Ratings & Test Methods
When hazards pose a risk of puncture, it is important that the glove 
has been tested for puncture resistance. 

The normal industrial puncture tests are performed in accordance 
with ANSI/ISEA 105, which uses a 25-gauge needle, & EN388:2016, 
which uses a blunt probe, to measure the amount of force 
required to puncture through a sample material/glove. The glove’s 
resistance against puncture is expressed as a Newton value. This is 
the force of the blade needed to cut through the glove material.

ANSI & EN 388 puncture test methods & ratings help determine 
the level of protection needed. Kinco® always clearly state the 
performance results of all of our cut-resistant gloves using the 
puncture resistance rating icons listed in the table to the left.

NEEDLE PROBE
ANSI

PUNCTURE LEVEL

5 ≥ 10 ≥ 150 Heavy puncture protection

ANSI
PUNCTURE LEVEL

4 ≥ 8 ≥ 100 Medium to heavy puncture 
protection

ANSI
PUNCTURE LEVEL

3 ≥ 6 ≥ 60 Medium puncture protection

ANSI
PUNCTURE LEVEL

2 ≥ 4 ≥ 20 Light to medium puncture 
protection

ANSI
PUNCTURE LEVEL

1 ≥ 2 ≥ 10 Light puncture protection

ANSI NEEDLE 
RATING

PUNCTURE  
(NEWTONS)

PUNCTURE  
(NEWTONS)

PUNCTURE PROTECTION 
LEVEL

COUP TEST TDM-100 Test

EN388 
CUT LEVEL

F ≥ 30

EN388 
CUT LEVEL

5 20
EN388 

CUT LEVEL

E ≥ 22

EN388 
CUT LEVEL

4 10
EN388 

CUT LEVEL

D ≥ 15

EN388 
CUT LEVEL

3 5
EN388 

CUT LEVEL

C ≥ 10

EN388 
CUT LEVEL

2 2.5
EN388 

CUT LEVEL

B ≥ 5

EN388 
CUT LEVEL

1 1.2
EN388 
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12” LINED SANDY FINISH PVC WITH GAUNTLET
Style No. 8182
• Fully-coated orange sandy finish PVC
• 12” gauntlet cuff
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Thermal acrylic lining
• Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known 
to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

LINED SANDY FINISH PVC WITH KNIT WRIST
Style No. 8170
• Fully-coated orange sandy finish PVC
• Comfortable acrylic-cotton blend & elastic knit wrist
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Thermal acrylic lining
• Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known 
to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

14” SANDY FINISH PVC  
WITH GAUNTLET
Style No. 7184G
• Fully-coated green sandy finish PVC
• 14” gauntlet cuff
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Cotton interlock lining
• Available as pair or clip strip kit of 12 pairs
• 7184G Size(s): L
• 7184G-12CS Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can 
expose you to chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & 
phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known to the State 
of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive 
harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!56



LINED HI-VIS ORANGE SANDY FINISH PVC 
WITH SAFETY CUFF
Style No. 4160
• Fully-coated high-visibility orange sandy finish PVC
• Rubberized safety cuff
• Straight thumb design
• Soft-Touch™ thermal lining
• Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known 
to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

LINED HI-VIS ORANGE SANDY FINISH PVC  
WITH KNIT WRIST
Style No. 4170
• Fully-coated high-visibility orange sandy finish PVC
• Comfortable 3.5” long cotton & elastic knit wrist
• Straight thumb design
• Soft-Touch™ thermal lining
• Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known 
to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

14” LINED HI-VIS ORANGE SANDY FINISH PVC 
WITH GAUNTLET
Style No. 4184
• Fully-coated high-visibility orange sandy finish PVC
• 14” gauntlet cuff
• Straight thumb design
• Soft-Touch™ thermal lining
• Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known 
to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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12” SANDY FINISH PVC WITH GAUNTLET
Style No. 7182
• Fully-coated black sandy finish PVC
• 12” gauntlet cuff
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Cotton interlock lining
• Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or 
DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

SANDY FINISH PVC WITH KNIT WRIST
Style No. 7170
• Fully-coated black sandy finish PVC
• Comfortable polyester-cotton blend knit wrist
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Cotton interlock lining
• Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or 
DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

18” SANDY FINISH PVC WITH GAUNTLET
Style No. 7188
• Black sandy finish PVC
• 18” gauntlet cuff
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Cotton interlock lining
• Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or 
DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!58



13” DISPOSABLE TEXTURED NITRILE  
WITH GAUNTLET
Style No. 2399
• Teal 15-mil thick fully-coated nitrile
• Textured palm & fingers
• 13” gauntlet cuff
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Seamless design
• Flock lining
• Size(s): L
• Also available in Women’s (See page 77)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or 
DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

DISPOSABLE BLACK POWDER-FREE NITRILE
Style No. 2310 
• Black 5-mil thick industrial-grade full textured nitrile
• Powder-free interior
• Extended cuff length
• Ambidextrous pattern
• Seamless design
• 40 gloves per box
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL 

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can 
expose you to chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds 
and phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known to the 
State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other 
reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

DISPOSABLE WHITE POWDERED LATEX
Style No. 2110 
• White 4-mil thick industrial-grade full latex
• Lightly-powdered interior
• Ambidextrous pattern
• Seamless design
• 50 gloves per box 
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL 

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can 
expose you to chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds 
and phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known to the 
State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other 
reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

DISPOSABLE BLACK POWDER-FREE 
NITRILE
Style No. 2325
• Black 5-mil thick industrial-grade full texture nitrile
• Powder-free interior
• Extended cuff length
• Ambidextrous pattern
• Seamless design
• 100 gloves per box
• Size(s): L, XL 

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, 
which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other 
reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

NEW 
 STYLE
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ORANGE KNIT WITH PVC WEBBING
Style No. 1778
• Orange 7-gauge heavyweight acrylic-polyester blend knit shell
• Clear honeycomb pattern PVC webbing on palm &  

back-of-hand
• Continuous acrylic-polyester blend & elastic knit wrist
• Polyester overlock hem
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Ambidextrous pattern
• Seamless design
• Size(s): M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or 
DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

LINED STRING KNIT WITH PVC DOTS
Style No. 1776
• Double-layered knit shell using natural white 7-gauge, 24 oz. 

heavyweight polyester-cotton blend outer shell & inner liner
• PVC dots on palm & back-of-hand
• Continuous polyester-cotton blend & elastic knit wrist
• Polyester overlock hem
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Ambidextrous pattern
• Seamless design
• Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or 
DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

STRING KNIT WITH PVC DOTS
Style No. 1777
• White 7-gauge heavyweight polyester-cotton blend knit shell
• PVC dots on palm & back-of-hand
• Continuous polyester-cotton blend & elastic knit wrist
• Polyester overlock hem
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Ambidextrous pattern
• Seamless design
• Size(s): M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or 
DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!60



HEAVYWEIGHT THERMAL STRING KNIT
Style No. 27
• Black thermal 10-gauge acrylic-spandex blend knit shell
• Continuous acrylic-spandex blend & elastic knit wrist
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Ambidextrous pattern
• Seamless design
• Size(s): One Size

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including formaldehyde, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

STRING KNIT
Style No. 1775
• White 7-gauge heavyweight polyester-cotton blend knit shell
• Continuous polyester-cotton blend & elastic knit wrist
• Polyester overlock hem
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Ambidextrous pattern
• Seamless design
• Available as pair, banded 3-pack,  

or shrink-wrapped 12-pack
• 1775 Size(s): S, M, L, XL
• 1775-3PK Size(s): L
• 1775-12PK Size(s): S, M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are 
known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. 
For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

NEW 
 DESIGN

WOMEN’S MAGIC STRETCH  
THERMAL STRING KNIT
Style No. 20W
• Burgundy, gray, & blue thermal 10-gauge  

acrylic-spandex blend knit shell
• Continuous acrylic-spandex blend & elastic knit wrist
• Touch-screen compatible thumb & index fingertip
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Ambidextrous pattern
• Seamless design
• 4 pair each of burgundy, gray, & blue per inner pack
• Size(s): One Size
• Also available in Kids’ (See page 81)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer. 
For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Available colorways
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24 OZ HOT MILL CHORE
Style No. 824
• Natural white 24 oz. weight hot mill chore
• Natural white cotton canvas fabric back
• Cotton canvas fabric safety cuff
• Straight thumb design
• Clute cut pattern
• Size(s): L  

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including formaldehyde, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

LINED 10 OZ BLUE CHORE
Style No. 800
• Blue 10 oz. chore
• Comfortable polyester-cotton blend knit wrist
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Thermal foam lining
• Clute cut pattern
• Size(s): L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including formaldehyde, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

18 OZ  GREEN CHORE 
Style No. 818
• Green 18 oz. heavyweight chore 
• Comfortable polyester-cotton blend knit wrist
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Clute cut pattern
• Available as pair or banded 3-pack
• 818 Size(s): M, L, XL, XXL
• 818-3PK Size(s): L 

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known 
to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!62



18 OZ YELLOW CHORE MITT
Style No. 817
• Yellow 18 oz. heavyweight chore 
• Comfortable polyester-cotton blend knit wrist
• Straight thumb design
• Mitt shell pattern
• Size(s): L 

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including formaldehyde, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

14 OZ YELLOW CHORE 
Style No. 814
• Yellow 14 oz. weight chore
• Comfortable polyester-cotton blend knit wrist
• Straight thumb design
• Clute cut pattern
• Available as pair, banded 3-pack,  

banded 5-pack or shrink-wrapped 12-pack
• 814 Size(s): L, XL
• 814-3PK Size(s): L, XL
• 814-5PK Size(s): L
• 814-12PK  Size(s): L, XL 

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can 
expose you to chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, 
including DEHP or DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & 
birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

16 OZ YELLOW CHORE 
Style No. 816
• Yellow 16 oz. weight chore
• Comfortable polyester-cotton blend knit wrist
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Clute cut pattern
• Available as pair, banded 3-pack,  

or shrink-wrapped 12-pack
• 816 Size(s): S, L, XL, XXL
• 816-3PK Size(s): L, XL
• 816-12PK Size(s): L
• Also available in Kids’  

(See page 81) 
 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can 

expose you to chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & 
phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known to the State of 
California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. 
For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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9 OZ SAFETY ORANGE SPORT JERSEY
Style No. 826
• Bright orange 9 oz. heavyweight jersey
• Comfortable polyester knit wrist
• Straight thumb design
• Clute cut pattern
• Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including 
formaldehyde, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer. For more information, go 
to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

9 OZ CAMO SPORT JERSEY
Style No. 825
• Camouflage 9 oz. heavyweight jersey
• Comfortable polyester knit wrist
• Straight thumb design
• Clute cut pattern
• Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including 
formaldehyde, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer. For more information, go 
to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

8 OZ CANVAS
Style No. 808
• Natural white 8 oz. weight canvas fabric
• Comfortable polyester-cotton blend knit wrist
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Clute cut pattern
• Available as pair, banded 3-pack, or  

shrink-wrapped 12-pack
• 808 Size(s): L, XL
• 808-3PK Size(s): L, XL
• 808-12PK Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including 
lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known to the State 
of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go 
to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

10 OZ CANVAS WITH PVC DOTS
Style No. 862
• Natural white 10 oz. weight canvas fabric
• PVC dots on palm & fingers
• Comfortable polyester-cotton blend knit wrist
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Clute cut pattern
• Available as pair or banded 3-pack 
• 862 Size(s): L, XL 
• 862-3PK Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including 
lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known to the State 
of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go 
to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!64



LINED 9 OZ BROWN JERSEY
Style No. 820RL
• Brown 9 oz. heavyweight jersey  
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Straight thumb design
• Red cotton fleece thermal lining
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): S, L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, 
which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other 
reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

9 OZ BROWN JERSEY
Style No. 820
• Brown 9 oz. heavyweight jersey
• Comfortable polyester-cotton blend knit wrist
• Straight thumb design
• Clute cut pattern
• Available as pair, banded 3-pack, or shrink-wrapped 6-pack  

or 12-pack
• 820 Size(s): S, L, XL 
• 820-3PK Size(s): S, L, XL
• 820-6PK Size(s): L
• 820-12PK Size(s): L, XL
• Also available in Kids’ (See page 81)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, 
which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other 
reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

9 OZ BROWN JERSEY WITH MINI PVC DOTS
Style No. 820PD
• Brown 9 oz. heavyweight jersey
• PVC dots on palm & fingers
• Comfortable polyester-cotton blend knit wrist
• Straight thumb design
• Clute cut pattern
• Size(s): S, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, 
which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other 
reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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WOMEN’S LINED PREMIUM GRAIN 
DEERSKIN DRIVER
Style No. 90HKW
• Golden full grain deerskin
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): S, M, L
• Also available in Men’s (See page 16)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

NEW 
 STYLE

WOMEN’S KINCOPRO™ LINED PREMIUM GRAIN GOATSKIN & SYNTHETIC HYBRID
Style No. 103HKW
• Form-fitting, stretchable blue print polyester-Lycra® fabric back 

provides a snug fit
• Naturally soft & supple pearl premium grain goatskin palm 

provides excellent durability paired with ample dexterity & 
pliability

• Easy-On™ cuff with double shirred elastic wrist facilitates quick 
on & off use, while tightening the shell material to the hand for 
a secure fit & providing an additional preventative measure to 
block debris from further entering the glove

• Pieced leather hem incorporates an added piece of material, 
which creates a finished look, holds all layers of the glove 
together, & prevents fraying

• Comfortable neoprene knuckle padding provides  
impact protection

• Fourchette finger design allows for the natural extension & 
contraction of finger movement

• Wrap-around index finger design design creates  
increased durability & comfort, & ensures that the  
high-rub areas on the exterior of the finger are not  
compromised by potential thread or seam failures

• Angled wing thumb design, which is seamless  
between the palm & thumb, offers additional  
flexibility & comfort 

• High-performance signature Heatkeep® thermal  
insulation, laminated with a soft TR2 inner lining,  
provides superior heat-retention by trapping heat,  
repelling the cold, & wicking away moisture

• Available as pair or clip strip kit of 8 pairs 
assortment

• 103HKW Size(s): S, M, L
• 103HKW-8CS Assorted Size(s): S (2 pair),  

M (4 pair), L (2 pair)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, 
which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to  
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Grain goatskin palm

Pieced leather hem

Easy-On™ cuff

Shirred elastic wrist

Polyester-Lycra® 
fabric back

Padded knuckle

Wrap-around 
index finger

Flexible wing thumb

Fourchette finger 
design

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!66



WOMEN’S LINED GRAIN COWHIDE DRIVER
Style No. 98RLW
• Golden full grain cowhide
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Soft-Touch™ thermal lining
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): S, M, L
• Also available in Men’s (See page 19)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

NEW 
 STYLE

WOMEN’S KINCOPRO™ LINED BURGUNDY SYNTHETIC WITH PULL-STRAP
Style No. 2002HKW
• Form-fitting, stretchable burgundy print polyester-Lycra® 

fabric back provides a snug fit
• Durable tan  grain synthetic leather provides 

flexible, long-lasting palm protection & optimal grip control
• Tan  grain synthetic leather patches on palm 

reinforce the high-wear areas of the glove to better withstand 
abrasions & to extend the longevity of the glove

• Tan  grain synthetic leather reinforcement patch, 
sewn into the critical wear zone between the thumb & index 
finger, guards seam from thread failure & provides additional 
protection against base material failure

• Soft & stretchable elastic wrist closure with adjustable hook 
& loop pull-strap cuff provides a comfortable & custom fit

• Conjoined fourchette finger design utilizes polyester-Lycra® 
fabric proximal to the hand to offer a snug fit without 
bunching at the base of the fingers, along with  
grain synthetic leather on the distal ends of each finger to 
provide additional durability

• Tan  grain synthetic leather patches at  
the distal end of the fingers provide a protective  
barrier around the fingernails & fingertips, which  
reinforces the base material & seams for  
added wear

• Angled wing thumb design, which is seamless  
between the palm & thumb, offers additional  
flexibility & comfort 

• High-performance signature Heatkeep® thermal  
insulation laminated with a soft TR2 inner lining,  
provides superior heat-retention by trapping heat,  
repelling the cold, & wicking away moisture

• Available as pair or clip strip kit of 8 pairs 
assortment

• 2002HKW Size(s): S, M, L
• 2002HKW-8CS Assorted Size(s): S (2 pair),  

M (4 pair), L (2 pair)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or 
DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Proximal polyester-
Lycra® fourchette

Distal MiraG2™ grain 
synthetic leather 
fourchette

Polyester-Lycra®
fabric back

Reinforced 
fingertips

Reinforcement 
patch

Reinforcement patch

MiraG2™ grain 
synthetic leather palm

Flexible wing thumb

Elastic wrist closureAdjustable 
pull-strap cuff
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NEW 
 STYLE

WOMEN’S ALYESKA®  BLACK LINED KNIT SHELL 
HALF-FINGER WITH CONVERTIBLE MITT HOOD
Style No. 5110W
• Double-layered knit shell using black thermal 7-gauge tight-

knit acrylic-wool blend outer shell & terry-loop inner liner
• PVC dots on palm
• Concealed mitt hood magnet
• Continuous acrylic-wool blend & elastic knit wrist
• Seamless design
• Size(s): One Size
• Also available in Men’s (See page 30)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, 
which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other 
reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

WOMEN’S HYDROFLECTOR™ LINED WATER-RESISTANT SYNTHETIC DRIVER
Style No. 254HKPW
• Durable tan  water-resistant suede synthetic 

leather provides excellent protection in wet conditions & 
long-lasting durability, while remaining soft & flexible

• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist facilitates quick on & 
off use, while tightening the shell material to the hand for a 
secure fit & providing an additional preventative measure to 
block debris from further entering the glove

• Pieced synthetic leather hem incorporates an added piece of 
material, which creates a finished look, holds all layers of the 
glove together, & prevents fraying

• Out-seam index finger design provides the smooth, 
comfortable feel of a seamless interior & eliminates rub 
points that often accompany bunched material typically 
inside the glove

• Ergonomic keystone thumb design, which includes an extra 
sewn-in piece of material, offers flexible, full-range of motion 
& helps to prevent hand fatigue

• High-performance signature Heatkeep® thermal insulation 
laminated with a soft TR2 inner lining, provides superior heat-
retention by trapping heat, repelling the cold, & wicking away 
moisture

• Gunn cut pattern allows for fewer seams between the fingers, 
reduces the exposure of seams in high-wear areas of the palm, 
& allows the back-of hand base material to remain seamless 
for longer wear & comfort

• Size(s): S, M, L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including 
DEHP or DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.
P65Warnings.ca.gov

Easy-On™ cuff

Shirred elastic wrist

Out-seam 
index finger

Ergonomic keystone 
thumb

Pieced synthetic 
leather hem
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WOMEN’S ALYESKA® BLACK LINED KNIT 
SHELL FULL-FINGER
Style No. 5199W
• Double-layered knit shell using black thermal 7-gauge tight-

knit acrylic-wool blend outer shell & terry-loop inner liner
• PVC dots on palm
• Continuous acrylic-wool blend & elastic knit wrist
• Seamless design
• Size(s): One Size
• Also available in Men’s (See page 30)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or 
DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

NEW 
 DESIGN

WOMEN’S MAGIC STRETCH  
THERMAL STRING KNIT
Style No. 20W
• Burgundy, gray, & blue thermal 10-gauge  

acrylic-spandex blend knit shell
• Continuous acrylic-spandex blend & elastic knit wrist
• Touch-screen compatible thumb & index fingertip
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Ambidextrous pattern
• Seamless design
• 4 pair each of burgundy, gray, & blue per inner pack
• Size(s): One Size
• Also available in Kids’ (See page 81)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, which is known to the State of California to cause 
cancer. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Available colorways

NEW 
 DESIGNWOMEN’S  WARM GRIP® 

THERMAL KNIT SHELL &  
SANDY FOAM NITRILE PALM
Style No. 1790W
• Gray & blue heavy thermal 10-gauge 100% acrylic  

knit shell 
• Double-dipped dark gray sandy foam nitrile coated palm
• Continuous acrylic & elastic knit wrist
• Polyester overlock hem
• Seamless design
• 3 pair each of gray & blue per inner pack
• Size(s): S, M, L
• Also available in Men’s (See page 33)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or 
DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Available colorways
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KINCOPRO™ ROSE TENDER  
WITH GAUNTLET
Style No. 2103
• Pearl premium full grain pigskin
•  suede synthetic leather reinforcement patches on 

palm & fingertips
• Heavy-duty, reinforced nylon fabric 6” extended gauntlet cuff
• Shirred elastic wrist
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Gender-neutral design
• Size(s): S, M, L 

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

NEW 
 STYLE

WOMEN’S KINCOPRO™ PREMIUM GRAIN GOATSKIN & SYNTHETIC HYBRID
Style No. 103W
• Form-fitting, stretchable light aqua polyester-Lycra® fabric 

back provides a snug fit
• Naturally soft & supple pearl premium grain goatskin palm 

provides excellent durability paired with ample dexterity & 
pliability

• Easy-On™ cuff with double shirred elastic wrist facilitates quick 
on & off use, while tightening the shell material to the hand for 
a secure fit & providing an additional preventative measure to 
block debris from further entering the glove

• Pieced leather hem incorporates an added piece of material, 
which creates a finished look, holds all layers of the glove 
together, & prevents fraying

• Comfortable neoprene knuckle padding provides impact 
protection

• Conjoined fourchette finger design utilizes polyester-Lycra® 
fabric proximal to the hand to offer greater airflow to the hand 
& a snug fit without bunching at the base of the fingers, along 
with grain goatskin leather on the distal ends of each finger to 
provide additional durability

• Wrap-around index finger design design creates increased 
durability & comfort, & ensures that the high-rub areas on the 
exterior of the finger are not compromised by potential thread 
or seam failures

• Angled wing thumb design, which is seamless between the 
palm & thumb, offers additional flexibility & comfort 

• Size(s): S, M, L 
 

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to the 
State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Grain goatskin palm

Pieced leather hem

Distal grain goatskin
fourchette

Easy-On™ cuff

Shirred elastic wrist

Polyester-Lycra® 
fabric back

Padded knuckle

Wrap-around 
index finger

Flexible wing thumb

Proximal polyester-
Lycra® fourchette

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!70



WOMEN’S PEARL PREMIUM GRAIN GOATSKIN DRIVER
Style No. 92W
• Pearl premium full grain goatskin
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): S, M, L
• Also available in Men’s (See page 44)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including 
formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to the State of California to cause 
cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.
ca.gov

WOMEN’S GRAIN COWHIDE DRIVER
Style No. 98W
• Golden full grain cowhide
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): S, M, L
• Also available in Men’s (See page 46)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including 
formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to the State of California to cause 
cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.
ca.gov

WOMEN’S PREMIUM GRAIN DEERSKIN DRIVER
Style No. 90W
• Golden premium full grain deerskin
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Available as pair or clip strip kit of 12 pairs
• 90W Size(s): S, M, L
• 90W-12CS Size(s): M
• Also available in Men’s (See page 44)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to  
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known  
to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive  
harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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NEW 
 STYLE

WOMEN’S KINCOPRO™ SYNTHETIC WITH SLIPNOT!® DOTS
Style No. 2004W
• Form-fitting, stretchable pink print & coral polyester-Lycra® 

fabric back provides a snug fit
• Durable tan  grain synthetic leather provides 

flexible, long-lasting palm protection
• Silicone  dots on palm & fingers provide additional 

grip control & allow for comfortable hand movement
• Easy-On™ cuff with double shirred elastic wrist facilitates 

quick on & off use, while tightening the shell material to the 
hand for a secure fit & providing an additional preventative 
measure to block debris from further entering the glove

• Pieced fabric hem incorporates an added piece of material, 
which creates a finished look & prevents fraying

• Tan  grain synthetic leather reinforcement patch, 
sewn into the critical wear zone between the thumb & index 
finger, guards seam from thread failure & provides additional 
protection against base material failure

• Conjoined fourchette finger design utilizes polyester-Lycra® 
fabric proximal to the hand to offer greater airflow to the 
hand & a snug fit without bunching at the base of the fingers, 
along with  grain synthetic leather on the distal ends 
of each finger to provide additional durability

• Tan  grain synthetic leather patches at  
the distal end of the fingers provide a protective  
barrier around the fingernails & fingertips, which  
reinforces the base material & seams for added wear

• Angled wing thumb design, which is seamless  
between the palm & thumb, offers additional  
flexibility & comfort 

• Quick-drying terry cloth on thumb offers convenient 
 option for sweat absorption

• Pull-tab on cuff helps reduce stress on wrist seams  
when pulling gloves on & off

• 3 pair each of pink print & coral per inner pack
• Available as pair or clip strip  

kit of 10 pair
• 2004W Size(s): S, M, L
• 2004W-10CS Size(s): M 

 
 

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead and/or lead 
compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth 
defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

NEW 
 DESIGN

Available colorways

Easy-On™ cuff

Pieced 
fabric hem

Shirred elastic wrist

Polyester-Lycra®
fabric back

Terry cloth 
sweat wipe

Reinforcement 
patch

Reinforced 
fingertips

Proximal polyester-
Lycra® fourchette

slipNOT!® dots

Distal MiraG2™ grain 
synthetic leather 
fourchette

MiraG2™ grain 
synthetic leather palm

Flexible wing thumb

Pull-tab

 is a high-density, non-woven microfiber 
made of nylon & polyurethane, which is coated with an 
additional layer of polyurethane to provide extra abrasion 
resistance, grip control, & protection against dirt & 
liquids. It is durable & long-lasting like natural leather, 
but remains pliable & machine washable.Grain Synthetic Leather

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!72



WOMEN’S KINCOPRO™ GREEN SYNTHETIC WITH PULL-STRAP
Style No. 2002W
• Form-fitting, stretchable green print polyester-Lycra® fabric 

back provides a snug fit
• Durable tan  grain synthetic leather provides 

flexible, long-lasting palm protection
• Tan  grain synthetic leather patches on palm 

reinforce the high-wear areas of the glove to better withstand 
abrasions & to extend the longevity of the glove

• Tan  grain synthetic leather reinforcement patch, 
sewn into the critical wear zone between the thumb & index 
finger, guards seam from thread failure & provides additional 
protection against base material failure

• Soft & stretchable elastic wrist closure with adjustable hook 
& loop pull-strap cuff provides a comfortable & custom fit

• Conjoined fourchette finger design utilizes polyester-Lycra® 
fabric proximal to the hand to offer a snug fit without 
bunching at the base of the fingers, along with  
grain synthetic leather on the distal ends of each finger to 
provide additional durability

• Tan  grain synthetic leather patches at the distal 
end of the fingers provide a protective barrier around the 
fingernails & fingertips, which reinforces the base material & 
seams for added wear

• Angled wing thumb design, which is seamless between the 
palm & thumb, offers additional flexibility & comfort 

• Size(s): S, M, L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or  
DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

NEW 
 STYLE

Proximal polyester-
Lycra® fourchette

Distal MiraG2™ grain 
synthetic leather 
fourchette

Reinforcement patch

Flexible wing thumb

Elastic 
wrist closure

MiraG2™ grain 
synthetic leather palm

Adjustable 
pull-strap cuff

Polyester-Lyrca® fabric 
back

Reinforced
fingertips

Reinforcement 
patch

KINCOPRO™  
BROWN SYNTHETIC 

Style No. 2014
Learn more about this style on page 41

KINCOPRO™ LINED  
BROWN SYNTHETIC

Style No. 2014HK
Learn more about this style on page 13

KIDS’ KINCOPRO™  
BROWN SYNTHETIC

Style No. 2014
Learn more about this style on page 79

Also available in  

WOMEN’S KINCOPRO™ LINED 
BURGUNDY SYNTHETIC  

WITH PULL-STRAP
Style No. 2002HKW

Learn more about this style on page 67
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WOMEN’S  HYDROFLECTOR™  
WATER-RESISTANT SYNTHETIC DRIVER
Style No. 254PW
• Durable tan  water-resistant suede synthetic 

leather 
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced synthetic leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): S, M, L 

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or 
DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

NEW 
 STYLE

WOMEN’S KINCOPRO™ GREEN SYNTHETIC
Style No. 2000W
• Form-fitting, stretchable lime green print polyester-Lycra® 

fabric back provides a snug fit
• Durable tan  suede synthetic leather provides 

flexible, long-lasting palm protection
• Easy-On™ cuff with double shirred elastic wrist facilitates 

quick on & off use, while tightening the shell material to the 
hand for a secure fit & providing an additional preventative 
measure to block debris from further entering the glove

• Pieced fabric hem incorporates an added piece of material, 
which creates a finished look & prevents fraying

• Tan  suede synthetic leather reinforcement patch, 
sewn into the critical wear zone between the thumb & index 
finger, guards seam from thread failure & provides additional 
protection against base material failure

• Fourchette finger design allows for the natural extension & 
contraction of finger movement

• Tan  suede synthetic leather patches at the distal 
end of the fingers provide a protective barrier around the 
fingernails & fingertips, which reinforces the base material & 
seams for added wear

• Inset wing thumb, designed with a separate piece of material 
to match the natural angle of the thumb, adapts to the 
movement of the hand to provide great dexterity & comfort

• Pull-tab on cuff helps reduce stress on wrist seams when 
pulling gloves on & off

• Size(s): S, M, L 

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, 
which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

NEW 
 STYLE

Easy-On™ cuff

Shirred  elastic wrist

Polyester-Lycra®  
fabric back

Reinforced fingertips
Fourchette finger 
design

MiraX2™ suede 
synthetic leather palm

Reinforcement patch

Adaptable inset  
wing thumb

Pull-tab

Pieced fabric hem
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WOMEN’S SUEDE PIGSKIN PALM  
WITH SAFETY CUFF
Style No. 1412W
• Aqua cotton-blend canvas fabric back & cuff
• Golden suede pigskin palm
• Rubberized cotton-blend canvas fabric safety  

cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Leather palm extends to wrist
• Pieced fabric hem
• Suede pigskin protective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Suede pigskin reinforced fingertips
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Available as pair or clip strip kit of 12 pairs
• 1412W Size(s): S, M, L
• 1412W-12CS Size(s): M

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose  
you to chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds,  
which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth  
defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to  
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

NEW 
 DESIGN

WOMEN’S HYDROFLECTOR™ WATERPROOF POLYESTER KNIT SHELL &  
DOUBLE-COATED LATEX PALM
Style No. 1796PW
• Gray heavy 15-gauge polyester knit shell provides durability, 

resistance to abrasions, & protection from sunlight
• Blue full-coverage smooth latex coating provides a flexible 

waterproof barrier to keep the entire hand dry
• Dark gray sandy latex palm coating maintains elasticity in 

low temperatures, offers abrasion protection, & provides a 
textured surface to increase grip control in liquids

• Continuous polyester & elastic knit wrist provides a seamless, 
snug fit that helps to prevent dirt & debris from infiltrating 
the glove

• Color-coded polyester overlock hem indicates size & helps 
prevent fraying

• Seamless design provides dexterity & comfort
• Size(s): S, M

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, 
including DEHP or DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

NEW 
 STYLE

Waterproof  
smooth latex

Seamless design

Sandy latex palm

Polyester knit shell

Continuous 
knit wrist

Polyester overlock hem
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Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!76

WOMEN’S NYLON-SPANDEX KNIT SHELL & 
MICRO-FOAM NITRILE PALM
Style No. 1797W
• Heather gray 15-gauge nylon-spandex blend knit shell 
• Breathable black micro-foam nitrile coated palm
• Continuous nylon-spandex blend & elastic knit wrist
• Polyester overlock hem
• Seamless design
• Size(s): S, M, L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are 
known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. 
For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

NEW 
 DESIGN

WOMEN’S BAMBOO-NYLON KNIT SHELL & 
SANDY FOAM LATEX PALM
Style No. 1781W
• Aqua 15-gauge bamboo-nylon blend knit shell
• Breathable dark gray sandy foam latex coated palm
• Continuous bamboo-nylon blend & elastic knit wrist
• Polyester overlock hem
• Seamless design
• Size(s): S, M, L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are 
known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. 
For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

NEW 
 DESIGN

WOMEN’S POLYESTER KNIT SHELL &  
LATEX PALM
Style No. 1791W
• Lime green print 13-gauge polyester knit shell
• Dark gray crinkle latex coated palm
• Continuous polyester & elastic knit wrist
• Polyester overlock hem
• Seamless design
• Size(s): S, M, L 

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are 
known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. 
For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

NEW 
 DESIGN

WOMEN’S POLYESTER KNIT SHELL &  
NITRILE PALM
Style No. 1891W
• Coral print 13-gauge polyester knit shell
• Dark gray smooth nitrile coated palm
• Continuous polyester & elastic knit wrist
• Polyester overlock hem
• Seamless design
• Available as pair or clip strip kit of 12 pairs
• 1891W Size(s): S, M, L
• 1891W-12CS Size(s): M 

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose  
you to chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates,  
including DEHP or DINP, which are known to the State of California to  
cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more  
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

NEW 
 DESIGN



WOMEN’S 13” DISPOSABLE TEXTURED 
NITRILE GAUNTLET
Style No. 2399W
• Teal 15-mil thick full nitrile
• Textured palm & fingers
• 13” gauntlet cuff
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Seamless design 
• Flock lining
• Also available in Men’s (See page 59) 
• Size(s): M

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or 
DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

WOMEN’S 3-PACK ASSORTED  
GARDEN GLOVES
Style No. 899W
• Promotional 3-pack of assorted women’s gloves
• Varied colors & patterns
• Styles may include cotton/jersey with PVC dots, cotton  

canvas fabric, or knit shells with coated palms  
depending on availability

• assortment of 3 pairs of gloves in a  
shrink wrapped pack

• Size(s): One Size

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: 
This product can expose you to chemicals including  
lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known 
to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. 
For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Example Assortment
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WOMEN’S 8 OZ JERSEY
Style No. 830W 
• Lime green & aqua soft 8 oz. jersey
• Comfortable polyester-cotton blend knit wrist
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Clute cut pattern
• 6 pair each of  lime green & aqua per inner pack
• Size(s): One Size

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, which is known to the State of California to cause 
cancer. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Available colorways

NEW 
 DESIGN

WOMEN’S 8 OZ JERSEY WITH  
MINI PVC DOTS
Style No. 830PDW
• Coral & pink soft 8 oz. jersey
• Mini PVC dots on palm & fingers
• Comfortable polyester-cotton blend knit wrist
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Clute cut pattern
• 6 pair each of coral & pink per inner pack
• Size(s): One Size

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or 
DINP, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Available colorways

NEW 
 DESIGN



KIDS’ LINED PREMIUM SUEDE COWHIDE 
DRIVER
Style No. 50RL
• Golden premium full suede cowhide
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): Y (Youth, ages 7-12)
• Also available in Men’s (See page 19)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to the State 
of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

KIDS’ AXEMAN® LINED GRAIN LEATHER MITT
Style No. 1930
• Tan full grain leather
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced fabric hem
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Mitt shell pattern
• Size(s): C (Child, ages 3-6) & Y (Youth, ages 7-12)
• Also available in Men’s (See page 17)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to the State 
of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

KIDS’ LINED SUEDE DEERSKIN MITT
Style No. 1929PL
• Golden full suede deerskin
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Pile thermal insulation
• Mitt shell pattern
• Size(s): C (Child, ages 3-6) & Y (Youth, ages 7-12)
• Also available in Men’s (See page 17)

 
 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 

including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to the State 
of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

NEW 
 MATERIAL
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KIDS’ KINCOPRO™ BROWN SYNTHETIC
Style No. 2014
• Form-fitting, stretchable brown polyester-spandex  

fabric back
• Durable golden  grain synthetic leather palm
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Pieced fabric hem
• Foam padded knuckle protection
•  grain synthetic leather reinforcement patch on thumb 
• Fourchette finger design
•  grain synthetic leather reinforced index finger
• Adaptable inset wing thumb design
• Terry cloth sweat wipe on thumb
• Size(s): Y (Youth, ages 7-12)
• Also available in Men’s (See page 41)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are 
known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. 
For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

NEW 
 DESIGN

KIDS’ 1927KW™ LINED GRAIN LEATHER 
PALM WITH KNIT WRIST
Style No. 1927KW
• Trademarked Otto™ striped cotton-blend canvas  

fabric back 
• Tan grain leather palm
• Comfortable polyester & elastic knit wrist with shirred elastic
• Grain leather protective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Grain leather reinforced fingertips
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): C (Child, ages 3-6) & Y (Youth, ages 7-12)
• Also available in Men’s (See page 26)

 
U.S. Trademark No. 51111943
U.S. Trademark No. 2821121
Canada Registration No. TMA981,807

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to the State of 
California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, 
go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

KIDS’ 1927® LINED GRAIN LEATHER  
PALM WITH SAFETY CUFF
Style No. 1927
• Trademarked Otto™ striped cotton-blend canvas  

fabric back & cuff 
• Tan grain leather palm
• Lined starched cotton-blend canvas fabric safety  

cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Turned cotton-blend canvas fabric hem
• Grain leather protective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Grain leather reinforced fingertips
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Heatkeep® thermal insulation
• Gunn cut pattern 
• Available as pair or clip strip kit of 12 pairs
• 1927 Size(s): C (Child, ages 3-6) & Y (Youth, ages 7-12)
• 1927-12CS Size(s): Y (Youth, ages 7-12)
• Also available in Men’s (See page 27)

 
U.S. Registered Trademark No. 2363934
U.S. Trademark No. 2821121 
Canada Registration. No. TMA954,733

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you  
to chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are  
known to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other  
reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

NEW
P A L M
 MATERIAL

NEW
P A L M
 MATERIAL
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KIDS’ SUEDE COWHIDE PALM WITH SAFETY CUFF
Style No. 1500
• Striped cotton-blend canvas fabric back & cuff
• Gray suede cowhide palm
• Starched cotton-blend canvas fabric safety cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Leather palm extends to wrist
• Pieced fabric hem
• Suede cowhide protective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Suede cowhide reinforced fingertips
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Polyester-cotton blend lining
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): C (Child, ages 3-6) & Y (Youth, ages 7-12)
• Also available in Men’s (See page 51)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including 
formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer 
& birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

KIDS’ SUEDE COWHIDE DRIVER
Style No. 50
• Golden full suede cowhide
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Turned leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): C (Child, ages 3-6) & Y (Youth, ages 7-12)
• Also available in Men’s (See page 47)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including 
formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer 
& birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

KIDS’ GRAIN LEATHER DRIVER
Style No. 94
• Tan full grain leather
• Easy-On™ cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Turned leather hem
• Out-seam index finger design
• Ergonomic keystone thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Available as pair or clip strip kit of 12 pairs
• 94 Size(s): C (Child, ages 3-6) & Y (Youth, ages 7-12)
• 94-12CS Size(s): Y (Youth, ages 7-12)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to  
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known 
to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive  
harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

NEW
 MATERIAL
 COLOR

KIDS’ GRAIN LEATHER PALM WITH SAFETY CUFF
Style No. 1917
• Trademarked Otto™ striped cotton-blend canvas fabric back & cuff
• Tan grain leather palm
• Starched cotton-blend canvas fabric safety cuff with shirred elastic wrist
• Leather palm extends to wrist
• Pieced fabric hem
• Full grain leather protective knuckle strap
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Grain leather reinforced fingertips
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): C (Child, ages 3-6) & Y (Youth, ages 7-12)
• Also available in Men’s (See page 50)

 U.S. Trademark No. 2821121

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including 
formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer 
& birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

NEW
 MATERIAL
 COLOR

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!80



KIDS’ 8 OZ BROWN JERSEY
Style No. 820
• Brown 8 oz. jersey
• Comfortable polyester-cotton blend knit wrist
• Straight thumb design
• Clute cut pattern
• Size(s): Y (Youth, ages 7-12)
• Also available in Men’s (See page 65)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known 
to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

KIDS’ 16 OZ YELLOW CHORE
Style No. 816
• Yellow 16 oz. weight chore
• Comfortable polyester-cotton blend knit wrist
• Straight thumb design
• Clute cut pattern
• Size(s): Y (Youth, ages 7-12)
• Also available in Men’s (See page 63)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known 
to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

KIDS’ POLYESTER KNIT SHELL & LATEX PALM 
Style No. 1785
• White 13-gauge polyester knit shell
• Green crinkle latex coated palm
• Continuous polyester & elastic knit wrist
• Polyester overlock hem
• Seamless design
• Size(s): C (Child, ages 3-6) & Y (Youth, ages 7-12)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead and/or lead compounds & phthalates, including DEHP or DINP, which are known 
to the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

KIDS’ MAGIC STRETCH THERMAL STRING KNIT
Style No. 20
• Green, red, & black thermal 10-gauge acrylic-spandex blend knit 

shell
• Continuous acrylic-spandex blend & elastic knit wrist
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Ambidextrous pattern
• Seamless design
• 4 pairs of each green, red, & black per inner pack
• Size(s): Y (Youth, ages 7-12)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer. 
For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Available colorways
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PREMIUM SPLIT COWHIDE 
WITH THUMB PATCH
Style No. 0780
• Teal premium split cowhide
• Fully welted seams
• Turned leather hem
• Flexible wing thumb design with gold reinforcement thumb 

patch
• Soft fleece cotton lining
• Gunn cut pattern
• Sewn with Kevlar® heat-resistant thread
• Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

HEAT-RESISTANT LINED PREMIUM SPLIT 
COWHIDE 
Style No. 7900
• Russet & black premium full split cowhide
• Fully welted seams
• Turned leather hem
• Flexible wing thumb design
• HeatFlector™ fire-retardant lining 
• Gunn cut pattern
• Sewn with Kevlar® heat-resistant thread
• Convenient hang loop sewn into cuff
• Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Great Fireplace & 
BBQ Glove!

BLACK SABRE® & BLUE SABRE® PREMIUM 
SPLIT COWHIDE
Style No. BLACK-SABRE & BLUE-SABRE
• Black or blue premium full split cowhide
• Fully welted seams
• Turned leather hem
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Gauntlet cuff lined with flame retardant material
• Soft fleece cotton lining 
• Gunn cut pattern
• Sewn with Kevlar® heat-resistant thread
• BLACK-SABRE Size(s): L
• BLUE-SABRE Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Blue Sabre® includes reinforcement 
thumb-patchAvailable colorways as separate styles

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!82



RAZORBACK® PREMIUM SPLIT PIGSKIN
Style No. RAZORBACK
• Golden premium full split pigskin
• Fully welted seams
• Turned leather hem
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Soft fleece cotton lining
• Gunn cut pattern
• Sewn with Kevlar® heat-resistant thread
• Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

MINI PREMIUM SPLIT COWHIDE
Style No. 0311
• Blue premium split cowhide
• Fully welted seams
• Turned leather hem
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Gauntlet cuff lined with flame retardant material
• Soft fleece cotton lining
• Gunn cut pattern
• Sewn with Kevlar® heat-resistant thread
• Size(s): M

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

PREMIUM SPLIT COWHIDE  
WITH THUMB STRAP
Style No. 0328 & 0328-LH
• Russet & gray premium full split cowhide
• Fully welted seams
• Turned leather hem
• Straight thumb design with reinforcement thumb strap
• Soft fleece cotton lining
• Gunn cut pattern
• Sewn with Kevlar® heat-resistant thread
• Available as pair or left-hand only pair
• 0328 Size(s): L, XL
• 0328-LH Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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PIG-TIG® PREMIUM GRAIN PIGSKIN
Style No. 0129
• Golden premium full grain pigskin palm & back-of-hand 
• 4” premium full split pigskin gauntlet cuff with shirred  

elastic wrist
• Pieced fabric hem
• Wrap-around index finger design
• Leather welt at base of middle & ring fingers
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Gunn cut pattern
• Sewn with Kevlar® heat-resistant thread
• Size(s): S, M, L, XL

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

ECONOMY SPLIT COWHIDE
Style No. 0297
• Gray economy full split cowhide
• Fully welted seams
• Turned leather hem
• Flexible wing thumb design
• Soft fleece cotton lining
• Gunn cut pattern
• Size(s): L

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Leather is the most commonly used material in welding gloves & garments for many reasons. Because of its 
density, leather has long been considered the best protective material because of its natural resistance to 
flame, fire & high temperatures. It is flexible for its weight & is extremely durable & comfortable.
When leather is held to a flame it will begin to shrink & curl but will not catch fire. Without any special 
treatment, leather can withstand 430°F without charring & cracking.
Kinco® provides welding gloves in both cowhide & pigskin – the two most commonly used leathers for 
welding applications. 

Cowhide is durable & is heat & flame resistant for welding at high temperatures. It is versatile & 
is known to provide a balance of durability, dexterity, abrasion resistance, & comfort. 

Pigskin is a tough hide that’s great in wet & oily conditions because it’s naturally breathable, 
due to its porous nature, remains soft & flexible after getting wet.

Fire & Flame
Resistance of Leather

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!84



SUEDE COWHIDE BIB STYLE APRON
Style No. BSA-2442
• Side split cowhide
• Adjustable neck strap
• Provides complete front body protection
• Double-stitched with Kevlar® heat-resistant thread
• Front pocket
• 24” wide x 42” Long

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

SUEDE COWHIDE BIB
Style No. CB-1914 & CB-1920
• CB-1914 Adjustable waist strap; Size: 22” wide x 14” Long
• CB-1920 Adjustable waist strap; Size: 22” wide x 20” Long

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

SUEDE COWHIDE CAPE SLEEVES
Style No. CCS-10
• Side split cowhide
• Double-stitched with Kevlar® heat-resistant thread
• Snaps for adjustable wrist & waist fit
• Soft corduroy fabric around the neck
• Size(s): S (36”-38” waist), M (40”-42” waist), L (44”-46” waist), 

XL (48”-52” waist), XXL (54”-56” waist)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

SUEDE COWHIDE JACKET
Style No. CWJ-30
• Side split cowhide 
• Sewn with Kevlar® heat-resistant thread
• Tailored to fit like a casual jacket, but designed for rugged work
• Soft corduroy fabric around the neck
• Snaps for adjustable wrist & waist fit
• Back vent for optimal air circulation
• 30” length
• Size(s): M (40”-42” waist), L (44”-46” waist), XL(48”-52” waist), 

XXL (54”-56” waist)

 CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to 
chemicals including formaldehyde, lead and/or lead compounds, which are known to 
the State of California to cause cancer & birth defects or other reproductive harm. For 
more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

The strong nylon 
mesh back vent 

allows for optimal air 
circulation, while the 

overlapping leather 
protects from  

sparks & spatter
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LINED BLACK 
PREMIUM GRAIN 

DEERSKIN 
DRIVER 

CLIP STRIP KIT

Style No. 90HKN-8CS
• Available as clip strip 

kit of 8 pairs
• Learn more about this 

style on page 16
• Size(s): L

Suggested Placement

• Cash Registers 
• Men’s Workwear
• Snow Shovels

LINED PREMIUM 
GRAIN COWHIDE 

DRIVER WITH 
PALM PATCH 

CLIP STRIP KIT

Style No. 198HK-8CS
• Available as clip strip 

kit of 8 pairs 
• Learn more about this 

style on page 18
• Size(s): L

Suggested Placement

• Chainsaws
• Log Splitters
• Snow Shovels

HYDROFLECTOR™ 
LINED 

WATER-RESISTANT 
PREMIUM GRAIN 

COWHIDE DRIVER 
CLIP STRIP KIT

Style No. 398HKP-8CS
• Available as clip strip 

kit of 8 pairs
• Learn more about this 

style on page 18
• Size(s): L

Suggested Placement

• Men’s Workwear
• Snow Shovels
• Winter Hats

LINED GRAIN 
BUFFALO DRIVER 

CLIP STRIP KIT

Style No. 81HK-8CS
• Available as clip strip 

kit of 8 pairs 
• Learn more about this 

style on page 20
• Size(s): L

Suggested Placement

• Chainsaws
• Men’s Workwear
• Snow Shovels

KINCOPRO™ 
LINED BROWN 

SYNTHETIC CLIP 
STRIP KIT

Style No. 2014HK-8CS
• Available as clip strip 

kit of 8 pairs 
• Learn more about this 

style on page 13
• Size(s): L

Suggested Placement

• Men’s Workwear
• Snow Shovels
• Winter Hats

Lined & Thermal Pre-Loaded Clip Strip Kits

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!86



HYDROFLECTOR™ 
LINED HI-VIS 

WATERPROOF 
GRAIN PIGSKIN 

PALM 
CLIP STRIP KIT

Style No. 1938KWP-8CS
• Available as clip strip 

kit of 8 pairs 
• Learn more about this 

style on page 22
• Size(s): L

Suggested Placement

• Chains & Cables 
• Hi-Vis Clothing
• Snow Blowers

ALYESKA® LINED  
HALF-FINGER 

WITH 
CONVERTIBLE 

MITT HOOD
CLIP STRIP KIT
Style No. 5210-8CS

• Available as clip strip 
kit of 8 pairs Learn 
more about this style 
on page 31

• Size(s): L

Suggested Placement

• Cash Register
• Men’s Boots 
• Men’s Workwear

ALYESKA® LINED 
FULL-FINGER  

CLIP STRIP KIT

Style No. 5299-8CS
• Available as clip strip 

kit of 8 pairs 
• Learn more about this 

style on page 31
• Size(s): L

Suggested Placement

• Cash Register
• Men’s Boots 
• Men’s Workwear

FROST BREAKER® 
CAMO THERMAL 

KNIT SHELL & 
LATEX PALM 

CLIP STRIP KIT

Style No. 1788-12CS
• Available as clip strip 

kit of 12 pairs 
• Learn more about this 

style on page 33
• Size(s): L

Suggested Placement

• Men’s Workwear 
• Show Shovels
• Sporting Goods/

Hunting

FROST BREAKER® 
THERMAL  

KNIT SHELL & 
FOAM LATEX PALM 

CLIP STRIP KIT

Style No. 1787-12CS
• Available as clip strip 

kit of 12 pairs 
• Learn more about this 

style on page 33
• Size(s): L

Suggested Placement

• Ice Melt
• Men’s Workwear
• Snow Shovels
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PREMIUM GRAIN 
DEERSKIN 

DRIVER
CLIP STRIP KIT

 

Style No. 90-12CS
• Available as clip strip 

kit of 12 pairs 
• Learn more about this 

style on page 44
• Size(s): L

Suggested Placement

• Hand Tools 
• Horse Tack
• Power Tools

GRAIN BUFFALO 
DRIVER

CLIP STRIP KIT

Style No. 81-12CS
• Available as clip strip 

kit of 12 pairs 
• Learn more about this 

style on page 44
• Size(s): L

Suggested Placement

• Chain Saws 
• Fencing Supplies 
• Long Handled Tools

KINCOPRO™ 
FOREMAN™ 

SYNTHETIC WITH  
PULL-STRAP  

CLIP STRIP KIT

Style No. 2035-10CS
• Available as clip strip 

kit of 10 pairs 
• Learn more about this 

style on page 40
• Size(s): L

Suggested Placement

• Automotive
• Hand Tools
• String Trimmers

KINCOPRO™ 
 GENERAL™ 

SYNTHETIC WITH  
PULL-STRAP

CLIP STRIP KIT

Style No. 2041-10CS
• Available as clip strip 

kit of 10 pairs 
• Learn more about this 

style on page 40
• Size(s): L

Suggested Placement

• Automotive
• Long Handled Tools 
• Power Tools

Suggested Placement

• Fencing Supplies
• Hand Tools
• Long Handled Tools

KINCOPRO™ 
GRAIN BUFFALO 

& SYNTHETIC 
HYBRID

CLIP STRIP KIT

Style No. 104-12CS
• Available as clip strip 

kit of 12 pairs
• Learn more about this 

style on page 37 
• Size(s): L

NEW

Unlined Pre-Loaded Clip Strip Kits

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!88



HYDROFLECTOR™ 
WATER-RESISTANT 

PREMIUM GRAIN 
COWHIDE DRIVER 
CLIP STRIP KIT

Style No. 398P-12CS
• Available as clip strip 

kit of 12 pairs 
• Learn more about this 

style on page 45
• Size(s): L

Suggested Placement

• Chainsaws
• Landscape Supplies
• Power Tools

PREMIUM GRAIN 
COWHIDE DRIVER 

WITH  
PALM PATCH

CLIP STRIP KIT

Style No. 198-12CS
• Available as clip strip 

kit of 12 pairs 
• Learn more about this 

style on page 46
• Size(s): L

Suggested Placement

• Chainsaws
• Landscape Supplies 
• Power Tools

CUTFLECTOR™ 
KNIT SHELL & 
SANDY FOAM 
NITRILE PALM
CLIP STRIP KIT

Style No. 1894CR-12CS
• Available as clip strip 

kit of 12 pairs 
• Learn more about this 

style on page 54
• Size(s): L

Suggested Placement

• Automotive
• Chain & Cable
• Fencing Supplies

NYLON-SPANDEX 
KNIT SHELL &  
MICRO-FOAM 
NITRILE PALM
CLIP STRIP KIT

Style No. 1888-12CS
• Available as clip strip 

kit of 12 pairs 
• Learn more about this 

style on page 53
• Size(s): L

Suggested Placement

• Cash Register
• Garden Tools
• Long Handled Tools

14” SANDY FINISH 
PVC GAUNTLET
CLIP STRIP KIT

Style No. 7184G-12CS
• Available as clip strip 

kit of 12 pairs
• Learn more about this 

style on page 56
• Size(s): L

Suggested Placement

• Automotive 
• Chemicals
• Painting Supplies
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WOMEN’S 
PREMIUM GRAIN 

DEERSKIN 
DRIVER

CLIP STRIP KIT
 

Style No. 90W-12CS
• Available as clip strip 

kit of 12 pairs
• Learn more about this 

style on page 71
• Size(s): M

Suggested Placement

• Equestrian Supplies 
• Garden Tools
• Shoes/Clogs

WOMEN’S  
SUEDE PIGSKIN 

PALM WITH  
SAFETY CUFF

CLIP STRIP KIT
 

Style No. 1412W-12CS
• Available as clip strip 

kit of 12 pairs 
• Learn more about this 

style on page 75
• Size(s): M

Suggested Placement

• Equestrian Supplies
• Garden Tools
• Weed Control

WOMEN’S 
KINCOPRO™  

SYNTHETIC WITH 
SLIPNOT!® DOTS
CLIP STRIP KIT

 

Style No. 2004W-10CS
• Available as clip strip 

kit of 10 pairs 
• Learn more about this 

style on page 72
• Size(s): M

Suggested Placement

• Cash Register 
• Garden Tools
• Weed Control

Suggested Placement

• Equestrian Supplies 
• Sporting Goods
• Winter Accessories

WOMEN’S 
KINCOPRO™ 

LINED PREMIUM 
GRAIN GOATSKIN 

& SYN. HYBRID 
CLIP STRIP KIT

Style No. 103HKW-8CS
• Available as clip strip 

kit of 8 pairs
• Learn more about this 

style on page 66
• Size(s): Assorted

NEW

Suggested Placement

• Gift Area
• Winter Accessories
• Women’s Footwear

WOMEN’S
KINCOPRO™

LINED BURGUNDY 
SYNTHETIC WITH 
PULL-STRAP CLIP 

STRIP KIT

Style No. 2002HKW-8CS
• Available as clip strip 

kit of 8 pairs
• Learn more about this 

style on page 67
• Size(s): Assorted

NEW

Women’s & Kids’ Pre-Loaded Clip Strip Kits

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!90



WOMEN’S  
NYLON KNIT 

SHELL & NITRILE 
PALM

CLIP STRIP KIT
 

Style No. 1891W-12CS
• Available as clip strip 

kit of 12 pairs 
• Learn more about this 

style on page 76
• Size(s): M

Suggested Placement

• Garden Tools
• Potting Soil
• Seeds

DOUBLE CLIP STRIP WITH SHELF 
ATTACHMENT; HOLDS 24 PAIRS
Style No. DKIT-CLIPSTRIP-24PR
• Each clip strip holds one dozen gloves for a 

total of two dozen, depending on style (gloves 
not included)

• Kit includes:
 � Two plastic clip strips with interlocking 

fingers & label holder
 � Two metal hooks attachment option
 � One double clip strip shelf attachment

• Length: Approximately 42” long with gloves, 
depending on style

Interior metal hooks 
allow for quick 
installation

CLIP STRIP; HOLDS 12 PAIRS
Style No. DKIT-CLIPSTRIP-12PR
• Holds one dozen gloves, depending on style 

(gloves not included)
• Kit includes:

 � One plastic clip strip with interlocking 
fingers & label holder

 � Metal hook attachment for versatile 
hanging locations

• Length: Approximately 39” long with gloves, 
depending on style

Metal hook  
with clasp to attach 

to store fixture

Price tag 
plate 

Interlocking fingers
keeps product 

secured to 
merchandiser

Suggested Placement

• Farm Supplies
• Sporting Goods
• Toys

KIDS’ 
1927® LINED 

GRAIN LEATHER 
PALM WITH 

SAFETY CUFF 
CLIP STRIP KIT 

Style No. 1927-12CS
• Available as clip strip 

kit of 12 pairs 
• Learn more about this 

style on page 79
• Size(s):Y (Youth, ages 

7-12)

NEW

Suggested Placement

• Kids’ Footwear
• Feed Supplies
• Toys

KIDS’ 
GRAIN LEATHER 

DRIVER  
CLIP STRIP KIT

 

Style No. 94-12CS
• Available as clip strip 

kit of 12 pairs 
• Learn more about this 

style on page 80
• Size(s): Y (Youth, ages 

7-12)

NEW
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Men’s Assortment Unassembled Metal Floor Displays

  2014HK-L 93HK-L 51PL-L    1787-L

  2014HK-XL 93HK-XL 51PL-XL    1787-XL

  101HK-L 90HK-L 98RL-L    1786P-L  

  101HK-XL 90HK-XL 98RL-XL 1786P-XL

Style No. Product Name Display  
Qty

101HK
KINCOPRO™ LINED PREMIUM GRAIN DEERSKIN &  
SYNTHETIC HYBRID 
Learn more about this style on page 10

12 pr

2014HK KINCOPRO™ LINED BROWN SYNTHETIC 
Learn more about this style on page 13 12 pr

90HK
LINED PREMIUM GRAIN DEERSKIN DRIVER 
Learn more about this style on page 16 12 pr

93HK LINED BLACK GRAIN GOATSKIN DRIVER 
Learn more about this style on page 20 12 pr

98RL
LINED GRAIN COWHIDE DRIVER 
Learn more about this style on page 19 12 pr

51PL LINED SUEDE COWHIDE DRIVER 
Learn more about this style on page 19 12 pr

1786P
HYDROFLECTOR™ WATERPROOF HI-VIS GREEN LINED 
THERMAL KNIT SHELL & DOUBLE-COATED LATEX 
Learn more about this style on page 34

12 pr

1787
FROST BREAKER® THERMAL KNIT SHELL &  
FOAM LATEX PALM 
Learn more about this style on page 33

12 pr

MEN’S FALL 2’ WIDE METAL FLOOR DISPLAY 
Style No. DKIT-PCP2F-FALLM-96PR-AS
• Unassembled 2’ wide metal floor display complete with durable grayboard header,  

display shelves, & assortment of 96 pairs of gloves
• Kit includes:

 � Gloves in assorted sizes as detailed in the table below
 � Four 24” wide metal display shelves with four 12” pegs, which hold between 4-18 

pairs per peg, & 2” wide price tag plates, for a total of 16 pegs
 � One 24” wide double-sided sign
 � Two metal floor display poles 
 � One metal floor display base  

• Assembled Size: 24” wide x 15.5” deep x 78.5” high

NEW

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!92



  2014-L 90-S 97-L    1888-M

  2014-XL 90-M 97-XL      1888-L

  2041-L 90-L 98-L    1888-XL

  2041-XL 90-XL 98-XL 1888-XXL

Style No. Product Name Display  
Qty

2041
KINCOPRO™ GENERAL™ SYNTHETIC  
WITH PULL-STRAP 
Learn more about this style on page 40

12 pr

2014 KINCOPRO™ BROWN SYNTHETIC 
Learn more about this style on page 41 12 pr

90 PREMIUM GRAIN DEERSKIN DRIVER 
Learn more about this style on page 44 24 pr

98 GRAIN COWHIDE DRIVER 
Learn more about this style on page 46 12 pr

97 SUEDE COWHIDE DRIVER WITH DOUBLE-PALM 
Learn more about this style on page 47 12 pr

1888
NYLON-SPANDEX KNIT SHELL &  
MICRO-FOAM NITRILE PALM 
Learn more about this style on page 53

48 pr

MEN’S SPRING 2’ WIDE METAL FLOOR DISPLAY 
Style No. DKIT-PCP2F-SPRINGM-120PR-AS
• Unassembled 2’ wide metal floor display complete with durable grayboard header,  

display shelves, & assortment of 120 pairs of gloves
• Kit includes:

 � Gloves in assorted sizes as detailed in the table below
 � Four 24” wide metal display shelves with four 12” pegs, which hold between 4-18 

pairs per peg, & 2” wide price tag plates, for a total of 16 pegs
 � One 24” wide double-sided sign
 � Two metal floor display poles 
 � One metal floor display base

• Assembled Size: 24” wide x 15.5” deep x 78.5” high
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Women’s Assortment Unassembled Metal Floor Displays

  1790W-S 254HKPW-M 20W 20W

  1790W-M 254HKPW-L 98RLW-S 2002HKW-S

103HKW-M 90HKW-S 98RLW-M 2002HKW-M

  103HKW-L 90HKW-M 98RLW-L 2002HKW-L

WOMEN’S FALL 2’ WIDE METAL FLOOR DISPLAY 
Style No. DKIT-PCP2F-FALLW-96PR-AS
• Unassembled 2’ wide metal floor display complete with durable grayboard header,  

display shelves, & assortment of  96 pairs of gloves
• Kit includes:

 � Gloves in assorted sizes as detailed in the table below
 � Four 24” wide metal display shelves with four 12” pegs, which hold between 4-18 

pairs per peg, & 2” wide price tag plates, for a total of 16 pegs
 � One 24” wide double-sided sign
 � Two metal floor display poles 
 � One metal floor display base

• Assembled Size: 24” wide x 15.5” deep x 78.5” high

Style No. Product Name Display  
Qty

103HKW
WOMEN’S KINCOPRO™ LINED PREMIUM GRAIN 
GOATSKIN & SYNTHETIC HYBRID 
Learn more about this style on page 66

12 pr

2002HKW
WOMEN’S KINCOPRO™ LINED BURGUNDY SYNTHETIC 
WITH PULL-STRAP 
Learn more about this style on page 67

18 pr

90HKW
WOMEN’S LINED PREMIUM GRAIN DEERSKIN DRIVER 
Learn more about this style on page 66 12 pr

98RLW
WOMEN’S LINED GRAIN COWHIDE DRIVER 
Learn more about this style on page 67 18 pr

254HKPW
WOMEN’S HYDROFLECTOR™ LINED WATER-RESISTANT 
SYNTHETIC DRIVER 
Learn more about this style on page 68

12 pr

1790W
WOMEN’S WARM GRIP® THERMAL KNIT SHELL & 
SANDY FOAM NITRILE PALM 
Learn more about this style on page 69

12 pr

20W
WOMEN’S MAGIC STRETCH THERMAL STRING KNIT 
Learn more about this style on page 69 24 pr

NEW
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  1791W-M 1781W-S 1891W-S 1797W-S

  1791W-L 1781W-M 1891W-M 1797W-M

  2002W-M 103W-S 2004W-S 2000W-S

  2002W-L 103W-M 2004W-M 2000W-M

Style No. Product Name Display  
Qty

103W
WOMEN’S KINCOPRO™ PREMIUM GRAIN GOATSKIN & 
SYNTHETIC HYBRID 
Learn more about this style on page 70

12 pr

2002W
WOMEN’S KINCOPRO™ GREEN SYNTHETIC  
WITH PULL-STRAP 
Learn more about this style on page 73

12 pr

2004W
WOMEN’S KINCOPRO™  SYNTHETIC  
WITH SLIPNOT!® DOTS 
Learn more about this style on page 72

12 pr

2000W
WOMEN’S KINCOPRO™ GREEN SYNTHETIC 
Learn more about this style on page 74 12 pr

1791W
WOMEN’S POLYESTER KNIT SHELL & LATEX PALM 
Learn more about this style on page 76 12 pr

1781W
WOMEN’S BAMBOO-NYLON KNIT SHELL &  
SANDY FOAM LATEX PALM 
Learn more about this style on page 76

12 pr

1891W
WOMEN’S POLYESTER KNIT SHELL &  
NITRILE PALM 
Learn more about this style on page 76

12 pr

1797W
WOMEN’S NYLON-SPANDEX KNIT SHELL & 
MICRO-FOAM NITRILE PALM 
Learn more about this style on page 76

12 pr

WOMEN’S SPRING 2’ WIDE METAL FLOOR DISPLAY 
Style No. DKIT-PCP2F-SPRINGW-96PR-AS
• Unassembled 2’ wide metal floor display complete with durable grayboard header,  

display shelves, & assortment of  96 pairs of gloves
• Kit includes:

 � Gloves in assorted sizes as detailed in the table below
 � Four 24” wide metal display shelves with four 12” pegs, which hold between 4-18 

pairs per peg, & 2” wide price tag plates, for a total of 16 pegs
 � One 24” wide double-sided sign
 � Two metal floor display poles 
 � One metal floor display base

• Assembled Size: 24” wide x 15.5” deep x 78.5” high

NEW
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Metal Displays & Shelves

2’ WIDE METAL COUNTER TOP DISPLAY
Style No. DKIT-CD4
• Sturdy metal frame to be used on a counter top 
• Holds between 6-12 pairs per peg or up to 48 pairs total, 

depending on style (gloves not included)
• Kit includes:

 � One 24” wide metal display with four 12” pegs & 2” price tag 
plates

 � 23” wide x 4” high double-sided grayboard sign
• Assembled Size: 26” wide x 8” deep x 16” high

2’ WIDE METAL FLOOR DISPLAYS
Style No.’s DKIT-PCP2F,  DKIT-PCP2F-P, & DKIT-PCP2F-W
• Unassembled 2’ wide metal floor display complete with 

durable grayboard header & display shelves
• Holds between 6-12 pairs per peg or up to 192 pairs total, 

depending on style (gloves not included)
• Kit includes:

 � Option of one 24” wide x 16.5” high double-sided grayboard 
sign 
 - Everyday sign
 - Men’s HydroFlector™ /winter themed sign
 - Women’s themed sign

 � Four 24” wide metal display shelves with four 12” pegs with 
2” wide price tag plates for a total of 16 pegs

 � Two metal floor display poles 
 � One metal floor display base

• Assembled Size: 24” wide x 15.5” deep x 78.5” high

Women’s Themed Sign 
To get this sign option, order  

DKIT-PCP2F-W

HydroFlector™/Winter Themed Sign 
To get this sign option, order  

DKIT-PCP2F-P

Everyday Sign 
To get this sign option, order  

DKIT-PCP2F

2’ WIDE METAL FLOOR DISPLAYS, 2-SIDED
Style No.’s DKIT-PCP2F-2S, DKIT-PCP2F-2S-P, & DKIT-PCP2F-2S-W
• Unassembled double-sided 2’ wide metal floor display  

complete with durable grayboard header & display shelves
• Holds between 6-12 pairs per peg or up to 384 pairs total, 

depending on style (gloves not included)
• Kit includes:

 � Option of one 24” wide x 16.5” high double-sided grayboard 
sign
 - Everyday sign
 - Men’s HydroFlector™ /winter themed sign
 - Women’s themed sign 

 � Eight 24” wide metal display shelves with four 12” pegs with 
2” wide price tag plates for a total of 32 pegs

 � Two metal floor display poles
 � One metal floor display base
 � One metal floor display base extension

• Assembled Size: 24” wide x 31” deep x 78.5” high

Women’s Themed Sign 
To get this sign option, order  

DKIT-PCP2F-2S-W

HydroFlector™/Winter Themed Sign 
To get this sign option, order  

DKIT-PCP2F-2S-P

Everyday Sign 
To get this sign option, order  

DKIT-PCP2F-2S

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!96



4’ WIDE METAL FLOOR DISPLAY
Style No. DKIT-PCP4F
• Unassembled 4’ wide metal floor display complete with 

durable grayboard header & display shelves
• Holds between 6-12 pairs per peg or up to 384 pairs total, 

depending on style (gloves not included)
• Kit includes:

 � Four 48” wide x 16.5” high metal display shelves with eight 
12” pegs with 2” wide price tag plates for a total of 32 pegs

 � One 48” wide double-sided grayboard sign
 � Two metal floor display poles 
 � One metal floor display base

• Assembled Size: 48” wide x 15.5” deep x 78.5” high

4’ WIDE METAL FLOOR DISPLAY, 2-SIDED
Style No. DKIT-PCP4F-2S
• Unassembled double-sided 4’ wide metal floor display 

complete with durable grayboard header & display shelves
• Holds between 6-12 pairs per peg or up to 768 pairs total, 

depending on style (gloves not included)
• Kit includes:

 � Eight 48” wide x 16.5” high metal display shelves with eight 
12” pegs with 2” wide price tag plates for a total of 64 pegs

 � One 48” wide double-sided grayboard sign
 � Two metal floor display poles 
 � One metal floor display base
 � One metal floor display base extension

• Assembled Size: 48” wide x 31” deep x 78.5” high

4’ WIDE METAL DISPLAY SHELF
Style No. DCOM-PCP4F-SHELF
• One 48” metal pegboard display shelf with:

 � Eight 12” pegs with 2” wide price tag plates that hold 
between 6-12 pair per peg, depending on style

 � Price tag plates

2’ WIDE METAL DISPLAY SHELF
Style No. DCOM-PCP2F-SHELF
• One 24” metal pegboard display shelf with:

 � Four 12” pegs with 2” wide price tag plates that hold 
between 6-12 pair per peg, depending on style

 � Price tag plates
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Pre-Loaded Stackable Corrugated Floor Displays

2-BIN STACKING CORRUGATED FLOOR DISPLAY  
WITH STYLES 51PL & 1784P
Style No. DKIT-2SB-51PL-1784P-72PR-AS
• Pre-loaded 19” wide corrugated floor display with two stacking bins, 

header & total quantity of 72 pairs of gloves  
• Kit includes:

 � 36 pairs of Style No. 51PL in assorted sizes: M (6 pair), L (18 pair),  
XL (12 pair)

 � 36 pairs of Style No. 1784P in assorted sizes:  
M (6 pair), L (18 pair), XL (12 pair)

 � One 12” tall display sign
 � Two 10” tall stackable bins with all-seasons varying artwork designs
 � Four stackable bin stabilizer inserts
 � One 18” tall zipper display base/shipping carton 
 � Four 16” tall base partitions

• Assembled Size: 19 3/4” wide x 15 7/8” deep x 48” high

NEW

NEW
2-BIN STACKING CORRUGATED FLOOR DISPLAY  
WITH STYLES 103 & 398P
Style No. DKIT-2SB-103-398P-72PR-AS
• Pre-loaded 19” wide corrugated floor display with two stacking bins, 

header & total quantity of 72 pairs of gloves  
• Kit includes:

 � 36 pairs of Style No. 103 in assorted sizes: M (6 pair), L (18 pair),  
XL (12 pair)

 � 36 pairs of Style No. 398P in assorted sizes: M (6 pair), L (18 pair),  
XL (12 pair)

 � One 12” tall display sign
 � Two 10” tall stackable bins with all-seasons varying artwork designs
 � Four stackable bin stabilizer inserts
 � One 18” tall zipper display base/shipping carton 
 � Four 16” tall base partitions

• Assembled Size: 19 3/4” wide x 15 7/8” deep x 48” high

2-BIN STACKING CORRUGATED FLOOR DISPLAY 
WITH STYLE 98RL
Style No. DKIT-2SB-98RL-72PR-AS
• Pre-loaded 19” wide corrugated floor display with two stacking bins, 

header & total quantity of 72 pairs of gloves  
• Kit includes:

 � 72 pairs of Style No. 98RL in assorted sizes: M (12 pair), L (36 pair), XL 
(24 pair)

 � One 12” tall display sign
 � Two 10” tall stackable bins with all-seasons varying artwork designs
 � Four stackable bin stabilizer inserts
 � One 18” tall zipper display base/shipping carton 
 � Four 16” tall base partitions

• Assembled Size: 19 3/4” wide x 15 7/8” deep x 48” high

NEW

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!98



2-BIN STACKING CORRUGATED FLOOR  
DISPLAY WITH STYLES 1786P & 1784P
Style No. DKIT-2SB-1786P-1784P-72PR-AS
• Pre-loaded 19” wide corrugated floor display with two stacking bins, 

header & total quantity of 72 pairs of gloves  
• Kit includes:

 � 36 pairs of Style No. 1786P in assorted sizes: M (6 pair), L (18 pair),  
XL (12 pair) 

 � 36 pairs of Style No. 1784P in assorted sizes: M (6 pair), L (18 pair),  
XL (12 pair)

 � One 12” tall display sign
 � Two 10” tall stackable bins with all-seasons varying artwork designs
 � Four stackable bin stabilizer inserts
 � One 18” tall zipper display base/shipping carton 
 � Four 16” tall base partitions

• Assembled Size: 19 3/4” wide x 15 7/8” deep x 48” high

NEW

NEW
2-BIN STACKING CORRUGATED FLOOR  
DISPLAY WITH STYLES 81 & 98
Style No. DKIT-2SB-81-98-72PR-AS
• Pre-loaded 19” wide corrugated floor display with two stacking bins, 

header & total quantity of 72 pairs of gloves  
• Kit includes:

 � 36 pairs of Style No. 81 in assorted sizes: M (6 pair), L (18 pair),  
XL (12 pair)

 � 36 pairs of Style No. 98 in assorted sizes: M (6 pair), L (18 pair),  
XL (12 pair)

 � One 12” tall display sign
 � Two 10” tall stackable bins with all-seasons varying artwork designs
 � Four stackable bin stabilizer inserts
 � One 18” tall zipper display base/shipping carton 
 � Four 16” tall base partitions

• Assembled Size: 19 3/4” wide x 15 7/8” deep x 48” high

2-BIN STACKING CORRUGATED FLOOR  
DISPLAY WITH STYLE 1786P
Style No. DKIT-2SB-1786P-72PR-AS
• Pre-loaded 19” wide corrugated floor display with two stacking bins, 

header & total quantity of 72 pairs of gloves  
• Kit includes:

 � 72 pairs of Style No. 1786P in assorted sizes: M (12 pair), L (36 pair), 
XL (24 pair)

 � One 12” tall display sign
 � Two 10” tall stackable bins with all-seasons varying artwork designs
 � Four stackable bin stabilizer inserts
 � One 18” tall zipper display base/shipping carton 
 � Four 16” tall base partitions

• Assembled Size: 19 3/4” wide x 15 7/8” deep x 48” high

NEW
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2’ WIDE DOUBLE-SIDED DISPLAY SIGN 
WITH GONDOLA SIGN HOLDERS
Style No. DKIT-PCP2F-SIGN
• grayboard sign with gondola attachments
• Kit includes:

 � One 24” wide x 16.5” high double-sided grayboard sign
 � Two clear plastic gondola sign holders

SET OF 2, 2’ WIDE DOUBLE-SIDED DISPLAY 
SIGNS WITH GONDOLA SIGN HOLDERS
Style No. DKIT-POG2X2F-SIGN
• Planogram signs with gondola attachments
• Kit includes:

 � Two  24” wide x 8” high double-sided grayboard signs
 � Four clear plastic gondola sign holders

4’ DOUBLE-SIDED DISPLAY SIGN 
WITH GONDOLA SIGN HOLDERS
Style No. DKIT-PCP4F-SIGN
• Planogram sign with gondola attachments
• Kit includes:

 � One 48” wide x 16.5” high double-sided grayboard sign
 � Four clear plastic gondola sign holders

4’ WIDE FOLD-DOWN PLANOGRAM SIGN 
WITH FRAME FOR OVERSTOCK SHELF
Style No. DKIT-PSH4F-OSS-CSTM
• Panogram sign with adjustable frame for mounting on 

overstock shelf or gondola uprights
• Kit includes:

 � One 48” wide x 12” high double-sided styrene sign
 � Adjustable frame components & assembly peices
 � Shelf & upright attachments, plus zip-ties

CORRUGATED BASE DECK DISPLAYS 
Style No. DCOM-BT40 & DCOM-BT48
• Holds up to 48 pairs, depending on style 
• Two displays fit in a 4-foot section
• DCOM-BT40 Assembled Size:  24” wide x 16” deep x 8” high
• DCOM-BT48 Assembled Size:  24” wide x 19” deep x 8” high

BACK TAGS (BLANK)
Style No. DCOM-BACK-TAG
• One 2” x 5.5” back tag to remind customers & sales associates  

to refill empty pegs
• Each tag displays fields or placeholders for: Style No., Size,  

SKU, & UPC

Oops! I’m Out.

Please ask a sales associate 

for more!

STYLE NO.

SIZE

SKU

UPC

LARGE CORRUGATED FLOOR DISPLAY
Style No. DCOM-BPSO4
• Holds 4 to 12 dozen pairs, depending on style  

(gloves not included)
• Assembled Size: 18” wide x 24” deep x 46” high

Large Corrugated Floor Display

SMALL CORRUGATED FLOOR DISPLAY
Style No. DCOM-BPSO3
• Holds 3 to 6 dozen pairs, depending on style  

(gloves not included)
• Assembled Size: 19” wide x 12” deep x 45” high 

Small Corrugated Floor Display

Call 800-547-8410 or email Orders@Kinco.com to place your order!100



Facebook:  Kinco Gloves
Twitter:   @KincoGloves & @ Kinco
Instagram:  @KincoGloves

Pinterest:  Kinco
LinkedIn:   Kinco, LLC

How Do I become a Reseller?
If you operate a business that resells product & are interested in becoming part of our family of resellers, we would love to  
hear from you!

Kinco® has regional Sales Managers available throughout the United States for your convenience. In order to locate your nearest 
salesperson & establish an account with us, please visit www.KincoCustomer.com/Request to fill out our Potential Customer Inquiry 
Form. Once you have submitted the completed form, your local Sales Representative will then facilitate the creation of an account for 
you and/or your company, discuss our pricing & ordering minimums, assist you with samples, & answer any questions you may have. 

If you would like to buy our gloves for an employee, your personal use, or a lucky family member, please contact our Customer Service 
Team at Support@Kinco.com or call 800-547-8410, option 2. We will be happy to assist you in locating a retailer or distributor in  
your area.

Already a Reseller? 
what are the minimum order requirements?

 � Minimum increment of 6 pair per size (most styles) 
 � Minimum order total of $100, excluding freight cost
 � Contact your Sales Representative or our Customer Service Team to ask about our “Free Freight” minimum. 

how do i order? 
 � The fastest, most reliable, avenue of ordering is to submit your purchase order via email at Orders@Kinco.com. You will receive an 

electronic confirmation to inform you that we have received your order and/or instructions for revisions. 
 � You may also submit your order via fax at 800-536-4905 or contact the Customer Service Team at 800-547-8410, option 2. 

can i track my shipment?
Of course! To ensure that our customers receive a positive experience through their entire order process, we allow you to track your 
shipments directly from our website using your order number & zip code. This allows you to view the exact status & location of the 
order with UPS, even when a tracking number is not available. Please visit www.Kinco.com/Track to get started.

what if there is a back-ordered item on my order?
Kinco® works very hard to keep back-orders to a minimum but, in the event an item is not available for immediate shipping, we will 
send the remainder of your order as soon as the product is available.  We will immediately ship back-orders in the same method as the 
original shipment. 

what if an end-user has returned a defective glove to my company?
 � If you have a defective pair of gloves, you can communicate the defects to our Customer Service Team by calling us at  

800-547-8410, option 2 or by submitting a Defective Claim Form to Support@Kinco.com. 
 � If you do not already have the Defective Claim Form, please request one at Support@Kinco.com or give our Customer Service 

Team a call at 800-547-8410, option 2.

what if there is an error on my recent shipment?
Our goal is for this to never happen. If a mistake is made, however, we are here to help! Please contact our Customer Service Team & 
provide us with a list of styles, sizes, & quantities involved, along with the original purchase order number & picking ticket number.

 � i received too many or something i didn’t order: Thanks for being honest & letting us know!  If you don’t mind 
keeping the item, we will give you some extra payment terms or a discount. If keeping them is not an option, we can give you our 
UPS shipping number or a call tag to ship the item(s) back to us. 

 � i didn’t get everything the picking ticket says i should have received: Please let us know if you would like your 
invoice credited or if you would like the missing item(s) shipped to you.  

can i use the kinco® logo? what about product images?
We would be happy to allow you to do so!  Please feel free to download our logos and product images directly from our website. Visit 
www.Kinco.com/Downloads, read the page agreement, and access the images available to download using the product category 
folders in the blue “Box” widgets towards the bottom of the page.

When possible, we would love to be linked from your website to ours (www.Kinco.com) & tagged in your posts on social media. Here is 
a list of our handles for your reference: 

 
Who do I contact if I have a question?
Your best resource is always your Kinco® Sales Representative, however, if for some reason you are unable to reach them, our Customer 
Service Team is available from 6:30AM - 4:00PM PST/PDT by phone 800-547-8410, option 2; by live chat support on www.Kinco.com; 
or via email at Support@Kinco.com to assist you. We’re here to help! 

FAQs

101Learn more at www.Kinco.com
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Style No. UPC  PAGE
 035117+

Style No. UPC  PAGE
 035117+

Style No. UPC  PAGE
 035117+

20W  00206  7 61, 69, 94 
20-Y  00202  9 81 
27  00275  3 61 
50-C  50001  3 80 
50-Y  50002  0 80 
50-S  50003  7 47 
50-M  50004  4 47 
50-L  50005  1 47 
50-XL  50006  8 47 
50-XXL  50007  5 47 
50BT-S  50203  1 47 
50BT-M  50204  8 47 
50BT-L  50205  5 47 
50BT-XL  50206  2 47 
50RL-Y  50510  0 78 
50RL-M  50504  9 19 
50RL-L  50505  6 19 
50RL-XL  50506  3 19 
51PL-M  51003  6 19, 98 
51PL-L  51004  3 19, 92, 98 
51PL-XL  51005  0 19, 92, 98 
81-M  00813  7 44, 99 
81-L  00814  4 44, 99 
81-12CS-L  00810  6 44, 88 
81-XL  00815  1 44, 99 
81CRA-M  00923  3 20, 21, 54 
81CRA-L  00924  0 20, 21, 54 
81CRA-XL  00925  7 20, 21, 54 
81HK-M  00817  5 20 
81HK-L  00818  2 20 
81HK-8CS-L  00811  3 20, 86 
81HK-XL  00819  9 20 
90-S  00903  5 44, 93 
90-M  00904  2 44, 93 
90-L  00905  9 44, 93 
90-12CS-L  00901  1 44, 88 
90-XL  00906  6 44, 93 
90HK-S  09003  3 16 
90HK-M  09004  0 16 
90HK-L  09005  7 16, 92 
90HK-XL  09006  4 16, 92 
90HKN-M  90403  3 16 
90HKN-L  90404  0 16 
90HKN-8CS-L  90406  4 16, 86 
90HKN-XL  90405  7 16 
90HKW-S  09000  2 66, 94 
90HKW-M  09001  9 66, 94 
90HKW-L  09002  6 66 
90W-S  90213  8 71 
90W-M  90214  5 71 
90W-12CS-M  00900  4 71, 90 
90W-L  90215  2 71 
92-S  92003  3 44 
92-M  92004  0 44 
92-L  92005  7 44 
92-XL  92006  4 44 
92W-S  92503  8 71 
92W-M  92504  5 71 
92W-L  92505  2 71 
93HK-M  93104  6 20 
93HK-L  93105  3 20, 92 
93HK-XL  93106  0 20, 92 
94-C  94001  7 80 
94-Y  94008  6 80 

94-12CS-Y  94000  0 80, 91 
94HK-S  00953  0 15 
94HK-M  00954  7 15 
94HK-L  00955  4 15 
94HK-XL  00956  1 15 
94HK-XXL  00957  8 15 
94WA-S  00943  1 45 
94WA-M  00944  8 45 
94WA-L  00945  5 45 
94WA-XL  00946  2 45 
94WA-XXL  00947  9 45 
97-M  97004  5 47 
97-L  97005  2 47, 93 
97-XL  97006  9 47, 93 
98-S  98003  7 46 
98-M  98004  4 46, 99 
98-L  98005  1 46, 93, 99 
98-XL  98006  8 46, 93, 99 
98-XXL  98007  5 46 
98A-M  09803  9 21, 45 
98A-L  09804  6 21, 45 
98A-XL  09805  3 21, 45 
98A-XXL  09806  0 21, 45 
98RL-M  98604  6 19, 98 
98RL-L  98605  3 19, 92, 98 
98RL-XL  98606  0 19, 92, 98 
98RL-XXL  98607  7 19 
98RLW-S  98613  8 67, 94 
98RLW-M  98614  5 67, 94 
98RLW-L  98615  2 67, 94 
98W-S  98623  7 71 
98W-M  98624  4 71 
98W-L  98625  1 71 
99-S  99003  6 46 
99-M  99004  3 46 
99-L  99005  0 46 
99-XL  99006  7 46 
101-S  01010  9 36, 42 
101-M  01014  7 36, 42 
101-L  01015  4 36, 42 
101-XL  01016  1 36, 42 
101HK-M  01017  8 9, 10 
101HK-L  01018  5 9, 10, 92 
101HK-XL  01019  2 9, 10, 92 
102-M  01024  6 37, 42 
102-L  01025  3 37, 42 
102-XL  01026  0 37, 42 
102HK-M  10204  0 9, 11 
102HK-L  10205  7 9, 11 
102HK-XL  10206  4 9, 11 
103-M  01034  5 37, 42, 98 
103-L  01035  2 37, 42, 98 
103-XL  01036  9 37, 42, 98 
103HKW-S  10307 8 66 
103HKW-M  10308  5 66, 94 
103HKW-L  10309  2 66, 94 
103HKW-8CS-AS  10300  9 66, 90 
103W-S  10303  0 70, 95 
103W-M  10304  7 70, 95 
103W-L  10305  4 70 
104-M  10404  4 37, 42 
104-L  10405  1 37, 42 
104-12CS-L  10407  5 37, 88 
104-XL  10406  8 37, 42 

104HK-M  10414  3 9, 11 
104HK-L  10415  0 9, 11 
104HK-XL  10416  7 9, 11 
0129-S  01293  6 84 
0129-M  01294  3 84 
0129-L  01295  0 84 
0129-XL  01296  7 84 
198-M  19801  2 46 
198-L  19802  9 46 
198-12CS-L  19808  1 46, 89 
198-XL  19803  6 46 
198HK-M  19811  1 18 
198HK-L  19812  8 18 
198HK-8CS-L  19807  4 18, 86 
198HK-XL  19813  5 18 
198HK-XXL  19814  2 18 
199-M  19901  9 46 
199-L  19902  6 46 
199-XL  19903  3 46 
254HKPW-S  25453  4 68 
254HKPW-M  25454  1 68, 94 
254HKPW-L  25455  8 68, 94 
254PW-S  25443  5 74 
254PW-M  25444  2 74 
254PW-L  25445  9 74 
0297-L  02975  0 84 
0311-M  03113  5 83 
0328-L  03285  9 83 
0328-LH-L  03284  2 83 
0328-XL  03286  6 83 
350HKP-M  35004  5 18 
350HKP-L  35005  2 18 
350HKP-XL  35006  9 18 
398HKP-M  39804  7 18 
398HKP-L  39805  4 18 
398HKP-8CS-L  39807  8 18, 86 
398HKP-XL  39806  1 18 
398P-M  39814  6 45, 98 
398P-L  39815  3 45, 98 
398P-12CS-L  39810  8 45, 89 
398P-XL  39816  0 45, 98 
0780-L  07805  5 82 
800-L  80005  2 62 
800-XL  80006  9 62 
808-L  08085  0 64 
808-3PK-L  80835  5 64 
808-12PK-L  80837  9 64 
808-XL  08086  7 64 
808-3PK-XL  80841  6 64 
814-L  81405  9 63 
814-3PK-L  81435  6 63 
814-5PK-L  81415  8 63 
814-12PK-L  81437  0 63 
814-XL  81406  6 63 
814-3PK-XL  81407  3 63 
814-12PK-XL  81408  0 63 
816-Y  81602  2 81 
816-S  81603  9 63 
816-L  81605  3 63 
816-3PK-L  81635  0 63 
816-12PK-L  81637  4 63 
816-XL  81606  0 63 
816-3PK-XL  81608  4 63 
816-XXL  81607  7 63 
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817-L  81709  8 63 
818-M  81804  0 62 
818-L  81805  7 62 
818-3PK-L  81835  4 62 
818-XL  81806  4 62 
818-XXL  81807  1 62 
820-Y  08202  1 81 
820-S  08203  8 65 
820-3PK-S  08207  6 65 
820-L  08205  2 65 
820-3PK-L  82035  7 65 
820-6PK-L  82060  9 65 
820-12PK-L  82025  8 65 
820-XL  08206  9 65 
820-3PK-XL  08210  6 65 
820-12PK-XL  08212  0 65 
820PD-S  08213  7 65 
820PD-L  08215  1 65 
820PD-XL  08216  8 65 
820RL-S  82053  1 65 
820RL-L  82055  5 65 
824-L  08245  8 62 
825-L  08255  7 64 
826-L  08265  6 64 
830PDW  08221  2 77 
830W  08305  9 77 
862-L  08625  8 64 
862-3PK-L  08627  2 64 
862-XL  08626  5 64 
899W  89905  6 77 
900MAX-M  90123  0 14 
900MAX-L  90124  7 14 
900MAX-XL  90125  4 14 
901-S  90103  2 14 
901-M  90105  6 14 
901-L  90106  3 14 
901-XL  90107  0 14 
901T-S  90113  1 15 
901T-M  90114  8 15 
901T-L  90115  5 15 
901T-XL  90116  2 15 
903HK-S  90300  5 16 
903HK-M  90301  2 16 
903HK-L  90302  9 16 
903HK-XL  90303  6 16 
908-S  90803  1 49 
908-M  90804  8 49 
908-L  90805  5 49 
908-XL  90806  2 49 
909-S  91803  0 48 
909-M  91804  7 48 
909-L  91805  4 48 
909-XL  91806  1 48 
1170-S  11699  3 13 
1170-M  11700  6 13 
1170-L  11701  3 13 
1170-XL  11702  0 13 
1170-XXL  11703  7 13 
1171-S  11710  5 13 
1171-M  11711  2 13 
1171-L  11712  9 13 
1171-XL  11713  6 13 
1412W-S  51411  9 75 
1412W-M  51412  6 75 

1412W-12CS-M  14129  2 75, 90 
1412W-L  51413  3 75 
1498-M  14984  7 51 
1498-L  14985  4 51 
1498-2PK-L  14982  3 51 
1498-XL  14986  1 51 
1500-C  15000  3 80 
1500-Y  15002  7 80 
1500-M  15004  1 51 
1500-3PK-M  15090  4 51 
1500-L  15005  8 51 
1500-3PK-L  15007  2 51 
1500-XL  15006  5 51 
1500-3PK-XL  15091  1 51 
1600-L  16005  7 50 
1600-XL  16006  4 50 
1720-L  17205  0 51 
1721GR-M  27214  9 28 
1721GR-L  27215  6 28 
1721GR-XL  27216  3 28 
1775-S  17753  6 61 
1775-12PK-S  17752  9 61 
1775-M  17754  3 61 
1775-12PK-M  17758  1 61 
1775-L  17755  0 61 
1775-3PK-L  17505  1 61 
1775-12PK-L  17757  4 61 
1775-XL  17756  7 61 
1775-12PK-XL  17759  8 61 
1776-L  17765  9 60 
1777-M  17774  1 60 
1777-L  17775  8 60 
1777-XL  17776  5 60 
1778-M  17784  0 60 
1778-L  17785  7 60 
1778-XL  17786  4 60 
1781W-S  17817  5 76, 95 
1781W-M  17818  2 76, 95 
1781W-L  17819  9 76 
1784P-M  78404  8 34, 98, 99 
1784P-L  78405  5 34, 98, 99 
1784P-XL  78406  2 34, 98, 99 
1785-C  17851  9 81 
1785-Y  17852  6 81 
1786P-M  78604  2 34, 99 
1786P-L  78605  9 34, 92, 99 
1786P-XL  78606  6 34, 92, 99 
1787-S  17873  1 33 
1787-M  17874  8 33 
1787-L  17875  5 33, 92 
1787-12CS-L  17877  9 33, 87 
1787-XL  17876  2 33, 92 
1788-S  17883  0 33 
1788-M  17884  7 33 
1788-L  17885  4 33 
1788-12CS-L  17887   8 33, 87 
1788-XL  17886  1 33 
1789-S  17890  8 32 
1789-M  17953  0 32 
1789-L  17954  7 32 
1789-XL  17955  4 32 
1790-S  17903  5 33 
1790-M  17904  2 33 
1790-L  17905  9 33 

1790-3PK-L  17908  0 33 
1790-XL  17906  6 33 
1790W-S  17950  9 69, 94 
1790W-M  17951  6 69, 94 
1790W-L  17952  3 69 
1791-S  17913  4 53 
1791-M  17914  1 53 
1791-3PK-M  17961  5 53 
1791-L  17915  8 53 
1791-3PK-L  17921  9 53 
1791-XL  17916  5 53 
1791K-M  21794  2 54 
1791K-L  21795  9 54 
1791K-XL  21796  6 54 
1791W-S  01791  7 76 
1791W-M  01792  4 76, 95 
1791W-L  17922  6 76, 95 
1792-M  17924  0 53 
1792-12PK-M  79214  2 53 
1792-L  17925  7 53 
1792-3PK-L  79225  8 53 
1792-12PK-L  79215  9 53 
1792-XL  17926  4 53 
1792-12PK-XL  79216  6 53 
1796PW-S  79613  3 75 
1796PW-M  79614  0 75 
1797W-S  17973  8 76, 95 
1797W-M  17974  5 76, 95 
1797W-L  17975  2 76 
1875-M  18754  2 32 
1875-L  18755  9 32 
1875-XL  18756  6 32 
1888-M  18884  6 53, 93 
1888-L  18885  3 53, 93 
1888-12CS-L  18887  7 53, 89 
1888-XL  18886  0 53, 93 
1888-XXL  18888  4 53, 93 
1890-S  18901  0 53 
1890-M  18902  7 53 
1890-L  18903  4 53 
1890-3PK-L  18905  8 53 
1890-XL  18904  1 53 
1890-3PK-XL  18906  5 53 
1891W-S  18926  3 76, 95 
1891W-M  18927  0 76, 95 
1891W-12CS-M  18911  9 76, 91 
1891W-L  18925  6 76 
1894CR-M  18944  7 54 
1894CR-L  18945  4 54 
1894CR-12CS-L  18947  8 54, 89 
1894CR-XL  18946  1 54 
1917-C  11917  8 80 
1917-Y  11918  5 80 
1917-S  31917  2 50 
1917-M  41917  9 50 
1917-L  01917  1 50 
1917-XL  61917  3 50 
1917KW-S  19173  0 50 
1917KW-M  19174  7 50 
1917KW-L  19175  4 50 
1917KW-XL  19176  1 50 
1918-M  19184  6 48 
1918-L  19185  3 48 
1918-XL  19186  0 48 
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1918-XXL  19187  7 48 
1919-M  19194  5 49 
1919-L  19195  2 49 
1919-XL  19196  9 49 
1919-XXL  19197  6 49 
1926-M  19264  5 27 
1926-L  19265  2 27 
1926-XL  19266  9 27 
1926KW-M  51925  1 26 
1926KW-L  51926  8 26 
1926KW-XL  51927  5 26 
1927-C  19275  1 79 
1927-Y  19271  3 79 
1927-12CS-Y  01928  7 79, 91 
1927-S  19273  7 27 
1927-M  19274  4 27 
1927-L  01927  0 27 
1927-XL  19276  8 27 
1927-XXL  19277  5 27 
1927KW-C  19711  4 79 
1927KW-Y  19712  1 79 
1927KW-XS  19269  0 26 
1927KW-S  31927  1 26 
1927KW-M  41927  8 26 
1927KW-L  19270  6 26 
1927KW-XL  61927  2 26 
1927KW-XXL  71927  9 26 
1929PL-C  19291  1 78 
1929PL-Y  19292  8 78 
1929PL-XS  19290  4 17 
1929PL-S  19293  5 17 
1929PL-M  19294  2 17 
1929PL-L  19295  9 17 
1929PL-XL  19296  6 17 
1930-C  19301  7 78 
1930-Y  19302  4 78 
1930-M  19304  8 17 
1930-L  19305  5 17 
1930-XL  19306  2 17 
1931-L  19315  4 17 
1931-XL  19316  1 17 
1932-M  19321  5 28 
1932-L  19322  2 28 
1932-XL  19323  9 28 
1938-S  31938  7 22 
1938-M  41938  4 22 
1938-L  51938  1 22 
1938-XL  61938  8 22 
1938KW-S  19383  3 22 
1938KW-M  19384  0 22 
1938KW-L  19385  7 22 
1938KW-XL  19386  4 22 
1938KW-XXL  19387  1 22 
1938KWA-M  19833  3 21 
1938KWA-L  19834  0 21 
1938KWA-XL  19835  7 21 
1938KWA-XXL  19836  4 21 
1938KWP-S  01983  6 22 
1938KWP-M  01984  3 22 
1938KWP-L  01938  6 22 
1938KWP-8CS-L  01988  1 22, 87 
1938KWP-XL  01986  7 22 
1939-S  19393  2 23 
1939-M  19394  9 23 

1939-L  19395  6 23 
1939-XL  19396  3 23 
1939KW-S  93903  5 23 
1939KW-M  93904  2 23 
1939KW-L  93905  9 23 
1939KW-XL  93906  6 23 
1939KW-XXL  93907  3 23 
1939KWP-S  93913  4 23 
1939KWP-M  93914  1 23 
1939KWP-L  93915  8 23 
1939KWP-XL  93916  5 23 
1939KWP-XXL  93917  2 23 
1958-M  19581  3 27 
1958-L  19582  0 27 
1958-XL  19583  7 27 
1958-XXL  19584  4 27 
1958KWP-M  19596  7 26 
1958KWP-L  19597  4 26 
1958KWP-XL  19598  1 26 
1958KWP-XXL  19599  8 26 
2000W-S  20003  6 74, 95 
2000W-M  20004  3 74, 95 
2000W-L  20005  0 74 
2002HKW-S  20027  2 67, 73, 94 
2002HKW-M  20028  9 67, 73, 94 
2002HKW-L  20029  6 67, 73, 94 
2002HKW-8CS-AS  20020  3 67, 90 
2002W-S  20022  7 73 
2002W-M  20023  4 73, 95 
2002W-L  20024  1 73, 95 
2004W-S  20042  5 72, 95 
2004W-M  20043  2 72, 95 
2004W-10CS-M  20041  8 72, 90 
2004W-L  20044  9 72 
2011-S  20113  2 41, 42 
2011-M  20114  9 41, 42 
2011-L  20115  6 41, 42 
2011-XL  20116  3 41, 42 
2011-XXL  20117  0 41, 42 
2012-M  20124  8 40, 42 
2012-L  20125  5 40, 42 
2012-XL  20126  2 40, 42 
2012HV-M  20128  6 39, 42 
2012HV-L  20129  3 39, 42 
2012HV-XL  20130  9 39, 42 
2014-Y  20141  5 73, 79 
2014-S  20143  9 41, 42, 73 
2014-M  20144  6 41, 42, 73 
2014-L  20145  3 41, 42, 73, 93 
2014-XL  20146  0 41, 42, 73, 93 
2014-XXL  20147  7 41, 42, 73 
2014HK-M  20148  4 9, 13, 73 
2014HK-L  20149  1 9, 13, 73, 92 
2014HK-8CS-L  20151  4 13, 86 
2014HK-XL  20150  7 9, 13, 73, 92 
2021-M  20214  6 41, 43 
2021-L  20215  3 41, 43 
2021-XL  20216  0 41, 43 
2035-M  20354  9 21, 40, 43 
2035-L  20355  6 21, 40, 43 
2035-10CS-L  20358  7 40, 43, 88 
2035-XL  20356  3 21, 40, 43 
2035-XXL  20357  0 21, 40, 43 
2041-S  20413  3 40, 43 

2041-M  20414  0 40, 43 
2041-L  20415  7 40, 43, 93 
2041-10CS-L  20418  8 40, 88 
2041-XL  20416  4 40, 43, 93 
2041-XXL  20417  1 40, 43 
2041HV-M  20464  5 39, 43 
2041HV-L  20465  2 39, 43 
2041HV-XL  20466  9 39, 43 
2051-S  20513  0 9, 12 
2051-M  20514  7 9, 12 
2051-L  20515  4 9, 12 
2051-XL  20516  1 9, 12 
2051-XXL  20517  8 9, 12 
2051HV-M  20519  2 9, 12 
2051HV-L  20520  8 9, 12 
2051HV-XL  20521  5 9, 12 
2070HVA-M  20704  2 21, 38, 43 
2070HVA-L  20705  9 21, 38, 43 
2070HVA-XL  20706  6 21, 38, 43 
2103-S  21033  2 70 
2103-M  21034  9 70 
2103-L  21035  6 70 
2110-S  21103  2 59 
2110-M  21104  9 59 
2110-L  21105  6 59 
2110-XL  21106  3 59 
2122-M  21224  4 36, 43 
2122-L  21225  1 36, 43 
2122-XL  21226  8 36, 43 
2132-M  21324  1 21, 36, 43 
2132-L  21325  8 21, 36, 43 
2132-XL  21326  5 21, 36, 43 
2310-S  23103  0 59 
2310-M  23104  7 59 
2310-L  23105  4 59 
2310-XL  23106  1 59 
2325-L  23255  6 59 
2325-XL  23256  3 59 
2399-L 23995 1 59 
2399W-M  23998  2 77 
3102HKP-M  31024  7 9, 11 
3102HKP-L  31025  4 9, 11 
3102HKP-XL  31026  1 9, 11 
4160-L  42805  8 57 
4170-L  44805  6 57 
4184-L  43805  7 57 
5110-S  51103  3 30 
5110-M  51104  0 30 
5110-L  51105  7 30 
5110-XL  51106  4 30 
5110W  51101  9 68 
5199-S  51993  0 30 
5199-M  51994  7 30 
5199-L  51995  4 30 
5199-XL  51996  1 30 
5199W  51191  0 69 
5210-M  52104  9 31 
5210-L  52105  6 31 
5210-8CS-L  52107  0 31, 87 
5210-XL  52106  3 31 
5230-L  52304  3 31 
5230-XL  52305  0 31 
5298-M  52984  7 31 
5298-L  52985  4 31 
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Thank you!
Sending a big shout out to 
Chad for giving us a peak 
into your world & day-to-
day activities. It’s because 
of hardworking tradesmen 
like you, who utilize our 
gloves in all aspects of life, 
that we remain humble & 
appreciative of the ablity you 
give us to support & protect 
your hands.

We love seeing our gloves in 
action & loved getting to know 
you more! Thank you again.

5298-XL  52986  1 31 
5299-M  52994  6 31 
5299-L  52995  3 31 
5299-8CS-L  52997  7 31, 87 
5299-XL  52996  0 31 
7170-L  71705  3 58 
7182-L  71825  8 58 
7184G-L  71846  3 56 
7184G-12CS-L  71811  1 56, 89 
7188-L  71885  2 58 
7900-L  79000  1 82 
8170-L  81705  0 56 
8182-L  81825  5 56 
BLACK-SABRE  20055  5 82 
BLUE-SABRE  20015  9 82 
RAZORBACK  20025  8 83 

GARMENTS
BSA-2442  26020  7 85 
CB-1914  26050  4 85 
CB-1920  26051  1 85 
CCS-10-S  26073  3 85 
CCS-10-M  26074  0 85 
CCS-10-L  26075  7 85 
CCS-10-XL  26076  4 85 
CCS-10-XXL  26077  1 85 
CWJ-30-M  26014  6 85 
CWJ-30-L  26015  3 85 
CWJ-30-XL  26016  0 85 
CWJ-30-XXL  26017  7 85 

CLIP STRIP KITS
81-12CS-L  00810  6 44, 88 
81HK-8CS-L  00811  3 20, 86 
90-12CS-L  00901  1 44, 88 
90HKN-8CS-L  90406  4 16, 86 
90W-12CS-M  00900  4 71, 90 
94-12CS-Y  94000  0 80, 91 
103HKW-8CS-AS  10300  9 66, 90 
104-12CS-L  10407  5 37, 88 
198-12CS-L  19808  1 46, 89 
198HK-8CS-L  19807  4 18, 86 
398HKP-8CS-L  39807  8 18, 86 
398P-12CS-L  39810  8 45, 89 
1412W-12CS-M  14129  2 75, 90 
1787-12CS-L  17877  9 33, 87 
1788-12CS-L  17887   8 33, 87 
1888-12CS-L  18887  7 53, 89 
1891W-12CS-M  18911  9 76, 91 
1894CR-12CS-L  18947  8 54, 89 
1927-12CS-Y  01928  7 79, 91 
1938KWP-8CS-L  01988  1 22, 87 
2002HKW-8CS-AS  20020  3 67, 90 
2004W-10CS-M  20041  8 72, 90 
2014HK-8CS-L  20151  4 13, 86 
2035-10CS-L  20358  7 40, 88 
2041-10CS-L  20418  8 40, 88 
5210-8CS-L  52107  0 31, 87 
5299-8CS-L  52997  7 31, 87 
7184G-12CS-L  71811  1 56, 89 

DISPLAYS
DCOM-BACK-TAG     98321  2 100 
DCOM-BPSO3     00960  8 100 
DCOM-BPSO4     99804  9 100 
DCOM-BT40     98324  3 100 
DCOM-BT48     98325  0 100 
DCOM-PCP2F-SHELF    98350  2 97 
DCOM-PCP4F-SHELF    98354  0 97 
DKIT-2SB-51PL-1784P-72PR-AS   98302  1 98 
DKIT-2SB-81-98-72PR-AS    98301  4 99 
DKIT-2SB-98RL-72PR-AS    98608  4 98 
DKIT-2SB-103-398P-72PR-AS   98300  7 98 
DKIT-2SB-1786P-72PR-AS    78608  0 99 
DKIT-2SB-1786P-1784P-72PR-AS  98303  8 99 
DKIT-CD4     98363  2 96 
DKIT-CLIPSTRIP-12PR    98364  9 91 
DKIT-CLIPSTRIP-24PR    98365  6 91 
DKIT-PCP2F     39001  0 96 
DKIT-PCP2F-P     98380  9 96 
DKIT-PCP2F-W     98378  6 96 
DKIT-PCP2F-2S     98374  8 96 
DKIT-PCP2F-2S-P     98379  3 96 
DKIT-PCP2F-2S-W     98375  5 96 
DKIT-PCP2F-FALLM-96PR-AS   98310  6 92 
DKIT-PCP2F-FALLW-96PR-AS   98309  0 94 
DKIT-PCP2F-SIGN     98377  9 100 
DKIT-PCP2F-SPRINGM-120PR-AS  98311  3 93 
DKIT-PCP2F-SPRINGW-96PR-AS  98312  0 95 
DKIT-PCP4F     39002  7 97 
DKIT-PCP4F-2S     98382  3 97 
DKIT-PCP4F-SIGN     98384  7 100 
DKIT-POG2X2F-SIGN    98385  4 100 
DKIT-PSH4F-OSS-CSTM    98386  1 100 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Alyeska®      30, 31, 68, 69, 87 
aquaHIDE™      4, 9, 11, 18, 45 
aquaNOT!®      5, 12, 13, 22, 23, 24, 26 
CutFlector™      20, 54, 89 
Draylon®      6, 14, 15, 50 
Easy-On™      7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 25, 36,  
      37, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48,  
      49, 54, 65, 66, 67, 68, 70, 71, 72, 74, 78,  
      79, 80 
Frost Breaker®      32, 33, 87, 92 
HeatFlector™      82 
Heatkeep®      5, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,  
      22, 23, 26, 27, 28, 66, 67, 68, 78, 79 
HydroFlector™      11, 12, 13, 18, 22, 23, 26, 27, 34, 45, 68, 74,  
      75, 86, 87, 89, 92, 94, 96 
KincoPro™      10, 11, 12, 13, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 66, 67,  
      70, 72, 73, 79, 86, 88, 90, 92 
MiraG2™      13, 41, 67, 72, 73, 79 
MiraHV1™      12, 38, 39, 43 
MiraX2™      12, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43 
MiraXP2™      68, 74 
Omni-Cuff™      7, 14, 15, 18 
Otto™ Striped Fabric     26, 27, 50, 79, 80 
slipNOT!®      41, 72 
Soft-Touch™      5, 57, 67 
Vulcan®      82 
Warm Grip®      4, 33, 69, 94 
XtremeGRIP!®      11, 12, 37, 38, 39, 40 
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The following trademarks are the property of Kinco®, LLC & are protected by the U.S. Patent & Trademark Offi  ce: 1927®, 1927KW™, 
Alyeska®, aquaHIDE!™, aquaNOT!®, Axeman®, Black Sabre®, Blue Sabre®, CutFlector™, Draylon®, Easy-On™, Foreman™, Frost 
Breaker™, General™, Handler™, HeatFlector™, Heatkeep®, Heavy Duty™, HydroFlector™, Kids’™, Kinco®, KincoPro™, MiraG2™, 
MiraHV1™, MiraX2™, MiraXP2™, Omni-Cuff ™, Pig-Tig®, Razorback®, Red Sabre®, Sabre™, slipNOT!®, Soft-Touch™, Vizzo™, 
Vulvan®, Warm Grip®, XtremeGRIP!® & the Otto™ striped design & fabric.

ABOUT
US Dedication. Passion.

Kinco® is a second-generation family-owned business that manufactures and sells quality lined, 
unlined, cut resistant, coated, and disposable gloves. And, yes, we know – gloves may not be the 
most glamorous product on the market – but they are honest, straight-forward, and hardworking. 
Just like us.

We at Kinco® are a dedicated and passionate group that strives not only to create products of value 
and quality, but to provide the best possible customer experience in the industry. We prioritize our 
strong commitment to treating our employees, manufacturers, and customers as our extended 
family. It is essential to Kinco® that every relationship cultivated within the spectrum of our business 
is a partnership where all parties have a clear understanding of who we are and what we represent.

Unmatched Quality. Unwavering Integrity.
We stand behind the value and quality of our product with a 100% satisfaction guarantee. This is 
evident in the way that we market our products and how well they serve the end user. Quality is the 
focus of every decision we make – whether it’s deciding on where to buy raw materials, where we 
choose to sell our products or how we pack products in each corrugate box. To do this successfully, 
we not only rely on our employees to follow the company’s core values, but also for both our 
manufacturers and customers to carry out the same strong integrity.

With steadfast focus on maintaining integrity, every item is carefully designed to ensure the right 
grade of leather or weight of fabric is used. We take pride in accurate and generous sizing and that 
the proper features are included for each type of glove we carry. As a result, we predominantly use 
more expensive construction techniques to achieve greater comfort and longer wear.

2019 PRODUCT CATALOG
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